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INTRODUCTION
Dr. RaAph W. Richardson,, Jr.

Director, ural and Environmental Sciences
The Rockelellvr Foundation

(

WH'Z CHOOSE UNIVERSITIES ?
The Rockefeller Foundation's Qu'Ality of the En-

vironment Program his as its major aim the im-
provement of man's ability to address and solve.
important environmental problems. 'One criterion
for success in this endeavor is the develQ,pment of
permanent institutional capability to discern and
discuss and research such problems. tnive'isities are.
ihe obvious candidates for this"-role. Fete would
question that cotlectively they constitute the nation's
leading bank Of--intellectual talent and- research

.capability. And in their teaching function at the
undergraduate, graduate and community service
(extension) levels, universities can exert a major
influence on public opinion.

A spqial advantage Of the university's Abilities in
this regard is its continuing nature. Universities cal.(
integrate 471-sli--orimental teaching and research,
making these activities a part of the negular pro-
gram over many years. This kind of sustained effort
is particularly important when dealing with suliects
of great' complexity such as the man-environment
interface. From a, panting oi'ganization's pOint of

r'view an investment in a- university. is much more
likely )15' prodw e multiplied, long-teem dividends
than would be a comparable award to a "think tank."
In the case 'of the latter the ii4erest in the 'problem
psually ends with the grant. In contrast, to start

' a linkver,ity in as new direction is to open a broad'
range of future possibilities.

The Four Universities
The Rockefeller Foundation's program in 'port

of e.ea a id teaching in environmental stu 'es
in selected unvrsities began, after extended pl'aq
Hung and'negotiation, on January 1. 1970 with

anrof $750,000 to the University of Michigin.
On Aril 1 of _the...same _ye,ar .an-au-aitt 4-$28-4--,4400
was made to the University of California's Davi

.canipes, and on June 1;1972 the unis ersity received
an additional $490,000.'Sulport of both L;tali State
University and Penmy hania State University began
on January 1, 1971, with giants "of $600,000 and
$750.000 respectively.

Evaluation, of these grants has heen remarkable
for its intensity and thoroughness. Between May
and November 1973 a team of Foundation staff con-.
ducted three-day, on-site reviews at etch of the four
universities.' In the interest of securing different
perspectives, Dr. Roderick Nash, Professor of Hie:"
toffy and Environmental Studies at the University of
California, Santa Baara, and Dr. Raymond J.
Nelson, who is the Truman P. Handy.Professor of
Philosophy at Case Western Reserve Universiky,
joined the review team, Extensive analytical reports
followed each visitation. On March 20 and 21, 1974
representatives of each university, including admin-
istrators, faculty and graduate students,joined with
Foundation staff and 'consultants in New York for\ a

1 Conference on Education annesearch in Environ-
mental Affairs for American Universities. The.pres-
ent publication sumniarizes the achievements of the
universities and repots on the' evaluative follow-up:

3

5.

GRANT OBJECTIVES
While stimulation of higher education at the four

universities was the immediate objectisenf the grant ,

program, its broader purpose was to see what impact/
1

sizable outside financial aid to ens ironmental leach-
ing and research would has e on the long-term direc-
tions of each institution. Still broader was the im-
plicit hope of interesting higher education generally
in environmental problem solving. And finally the
Rockefeller Foundation sought to experiment with
the kind of intei dkciplinary, inter-ii titutional<and
international approach' that seems mandato! y in this
enormously complex field.

The Story : Suceesses .

The accomplishments of the four universities are
,evident in the'pages that follow. Suffice it to say at
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thi-!,-po:Ittt that hundred!, of talented indil ;duals, both
ar the beginning and in the prime of their academic
careers, hale been fasorably affected. The grams
have stimulated interdisciplinary research on im-
portant regional problems. Teacher; and scholars
who otherwise nu ;ht not have ventured into inter-
disciplinar , problem-oriented_ work have beat, as-
-4.-tecl. In mot.* t respects- the energies, ideals, and the
institutional arrangements the giants released un the
four campuses are ongoing. Indeed it is clear that
one of the overriding bgefits of the grants was the
creation of a mood oniniate of opinion at these
universities that favored environmental study. In-
tangible and suba as such attitudes certainly are.
they nonetheless exert a pow eiful influence on the
direction that higher education takes. The Founda-
tion' is proud to have helped give ensii °mental
studies gi eater visibility and greater attention in the
several academic communities.

.. and Disappointments
Assuredly/there have also been disappointments.

{tit we feel we have learned as much from unexpect-
e'cl failures as from planned achievements. Initially
the Foundation believed that the four recipients of
the grants would create models or patterns that diner
institutions vs ould follow in advancing higher en-
vironmentaf education. In fact, part of the rationale
behind fhe geographic distribution of are grants
East, Midwest. Rocky Mountains. Far West) was

to provide regional canters of excellence that other
iiistitutioitn-rnight emulate. What we found. instead.

tss as that each academic environment is unique and.
in a sense. nonreplicable. The points of leverage thai
move institutions vary and so do their modes of or
ganization and operation. Faculty interests are, of
course, divefse. It follows that pragmatism is the
appropriate philosophy in encouraging acaderpic
change. If a particular course of action works to
ads ance environmental studies at a particular uni-
versity, it should be accepted ant applauded re-
gardless of its degree of conformity to a precon-
ceived pattern.

A NEW KIND OF GRANT PROGRAM

The failure of a nationwide pattern of higher en-
s ironmental education to emerge underscored the,
ss isdorh of an early Foundation dec ision' regarding
flexibility. Few conditions were attached to the
grants in question. The four universities were given
free rein to advance the study of environmental

pr oIJ ern.> in 14 :ay.. &it tht.y {Pit 14 (1111f1 /IP mnCt

productive. These flexible funds pros ided the oppor-
tunity to experiment with organizational and admin-
istrative change in the advance of education and
r-egiunal research. This polic v broke quite radically
with Rockefeller Foundation tradition, but it 'ap-
pealed to be the best assurance fui the continuation
of environmental, emphasis at a university after the
expiration of the grant. To have into.sed an unwel-
come organizational formula would have .invited its
rapid dismis,a1 after Foundation interest ceased.

Can It Work ?
The expectation that a few institutions could be .

bellweatheis for their region also ,proved illusosry.
The four institutions in question had a hard enough
time launching their own ensiron-
mental programs without the added burdens of
neighborhood leadership. University collaboration
with government agencies is also a difficult but essen
tial activity, and requires further intenkfied effort.,
However, the universities havdevised e ective strat-
egies for new and broader interdisci inary ap-
proac
assist
cies. i

es 'to problem solving. They have directly
, through cooperation w ith government agen-
the resolution of critical land use and water

management problems. To a remarkable degree, the
laboratories and classrooms have been taken to the
fields, urban areas, and countrysides where the

,
issues and problems exist. a

..,

Distinctive patterns of organization and admin-
istration emerged at each university. Numerous
cif:missions with. staff and students, and extended
observations of research and teaching activities;
have lead to a number of` generalizations about how
and how not to define and disseminattenvironmental
studies in a university context.

A distillation of the Foundation's experience is
presented in Chapter 7. It will be obvious that these
Tcorumendations represent ideals rather than a rec-
ord of what has actually been done at the four
universities. Also.. clear is the need t apply the
recommendations pragmatically to the specific in-
gtitutional context. They emerge as factors observed
among the four universities which have directly and
effectively assured productivity and 'excellence in \
their environmental 'programs. The recommenda-,
tions, along with the experience of the four universi-
ties, suggest that it is po'ssible for every institution
of higher 41rication to become more responsive to
mSn'sN ital need to solve hiPenvironmental problems.

i
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c ROCKEFELLER
FOUNDATION

and HIGHER
EDUCATION:
An Historical

Overview

beput)

4

Mr. Chadbourne Gilpatric
Director. Hudson-Basin Project,

The Rockefelter Foundation

Activities of The Rockefeller Foundation in high-.
ereducatton are a larger.subjectthan one might ex-
pect.* They extended through more than six decades
since the Foundation began its Ns'ork in 1913. Over
the years, the Foundation has contributed to high-el
education in all the states of the United Sfates and in.
most foreign Qountries..In the quarter century be-
tween World Wars PandlI, the Rockefelle; Founda-
tion was the only philanthropic agency of its kind )
viith abroad international charter, '4o pfomote-ffe
well -being of mankind throughout the world," and
able to apply substantial resources to fund innova- ,

tions in.resedrch and teaching. The charter has con-

tinued unchanged, but happily since World War II
other foundations have been active irr the interna-
tional scene, and both governmental and interna-
tional pro-grams have been developed on a massive
scale, '

_Resides appropriations to many -hundreds of in-
stitutions of higher learning at home and abroadohv
Foundation provided 'project' grants to thousands'
of scientists and scholars. From 1915 through the,
present if has also maintained a fellowship, and
scholarship programwith awards: 'exceeding ten
thousandprimarily benefiting academic careers.
Of well over. one billion dollars given out by the
Foundation, at least three-quarters served_ higher
education in one form or another.

With,few exceptions the Foundation's supporting
_activities in education were focused at higher...levels

= college and pok-graduate teaching, research, and
the essential tools of knowledge, libraries, scientific
equipment, and laboratories. Primary and lecond-
ary education were considered a public rather than
private concern, with the large scale of their neces-
sary support comingfrom public sources.

. THE FOUNDING OF UNIVERSItIES .

'At its inceptionihe Foundation was predisposed
to assist higher education. During the years before
the Foundation was actually launched, this arealiad
attracted the support of John D. Rockefeller, Sr., the
Foundation's creator, and the active attention of his
advisers, notably FrVerick T. Gates. Thanks. , to

Gates' vision and Rocrefeller's benefaction the
order of 31 million dollars), the University of Chi-
cago was founded arrd 'developed before the turn of
the century. This university emerged as a far more
ambitious and complex institution. than the denomf-

4 ,tamplen, nJ and141,,in the Foundation's annual reports would jsrsemention of higher education per se. but rathet the names of many
universities. college,. wists(utes. and centers
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national Baptist college its initial proponents had
envisaged. The 'Rockefeller Institute' for Imedical
'research (later renamed Rockefeller University)
was established'in 1901. With positions and facili-
ties ericroed t6 achieve excellence in medicine,cthe
Institute probably -eX'erted the single most important
influence On the standards of research and perform-'
'awe in this field in the earlytwentieth century.

Again at.theadvice of Gates; Rockefeller set up
the General Education Board in 107.During its
fifty yedrs ( until its Principal funds had been ex-,
pended ), this Board concentrated on educational.
needs Of the southern United States, largely through-

the development of colleges and universities,

THE ROCKEFELLER FOUNDATI6N
GpES-IertHINA

When The Rockefeller Foundation came into ex-
istence just Jiefore the first World War (1913),
China was attractinohe attention of many Ameri,
cans. Here was the spectacle of an ancient civiliza-
tion confused by the recent collapse of its traditional
imperial government and suffering widespread pov-
erty and difficulties of economic underdevelopment.
It was the only Asian country other than the Philip-

,

pines that was open tom American intervention.
( Japan had a strong government, and, European na;
tions controlled other lar0 areas likelndia, Indo-
china, and Indonesia.) American intervention, 11;;;(w-

.ever, was mostly-pacific and took the form of mis-
s ionari'activity. In the &estation years of the Foun-
datiOn, Gates had advocated the creation of a great
new university in China, perhaps atong the lines of
the University of Chicago. This proposal was ex-
plored and foundquite impracticable by the BurtOtt
Com' mission to China, a Rockefeller - finked survey
in 1913 of that country's conditions and needs.

.

felting Union liVledical College
Concern with China and with the tested imliott,

ante of ,public health and. medical research were
dominant in the thinking of the Foundation's first
trustees: One of their initial actions was to convene
a conference on China ana its, needs to which the
Foundation might address itself. In this meeting

eight months after the doors of the Foundation were
opened' --the poiverful persuasion of former Presi-
dent Charles Eliot of Harvard prevailed,. and the
Foundation committed- itself to the creation 'ofa
college in for medical research and training.
This was the Peking Union Medical College,-for-
many inaugurated in 1921, and solely stipported by

..."
T hy a -Foundation .(and its component,
later incdtporated as a separate organization, the
China: Medical Board). AlthOiigh located as far
away as Peiing; this college was so well staffed and
its research was of such high quality that it soon
became a key training ground for-fa culties of some
of the leading major medical sehools in this coun-
try, notably Harvard, Johns Hopkins; and Miehi-

-gan. (A detailed history of the Peking Union Medi-,
cal College, Western Medicine in -athiaese Palace,
by Dr. John Z. Bowers, was published about a yedi
ago.)

In accord witnivg, mandate "throughout the
world," the Foundation rapidly extended its inter- -
'ests to many othencountries. Well short of its first
decade it was active in Europe, Asia, Africa, and
Latin America, ass well as in North America,, sup-
porting institutions of higher learning, developing
individua l. talent and leadership through fellow-
ships, d promoting research.

THE THREE "R's" OF HIGHER EDUCATION

Three principles which have continued to be cen-
tral in the policies and prograins of The Rockefeller

sFoundatidhAre applied in its early support of the
._-"'

Peking Union M -clica4 College (and of other simi-
-,

l'ar institutions since then). One was to encourage
.r.

and strengthen both teaching and research and their
reciprocal linkages. It is widely recognized that ad,
'vanced level; of teaching, e.g. Ph.D. programs, be-
came hard to distinguish from research. Research,
on the other hand, while `sometimes seeking a life
of its own, in (act gains input, value, confirmation,
and above alYcontindation through leaching and the
students taught. In most colleges and universities
these two basic functions tend to be separated, and
even to compete. An undinlinished Foundation effort

`bas been to keep research and teaching in balance;
and to reinforce either one where itl lags badly be-

,.
hind the other. ,

A second principle, as is well known, was inter-,
national.: advancement of higher tqucation abroad
as well as in The United States. The extent of Foun-

kAdation activity in foi,eig countries has inevitably
changed over time, adjusti g to needs, opportunities,
and, its own" program priorities. During the thr '
decades that ended in the mia-1950's, for examp
majcir attention and support was given to European
institutions. In the mid-1950's there was a strong
redirection of Foundation work to the developing
areas of Asia, sub-Saharan Africa, Eas and South-
ern Asia. a'ild Latin America. In these large areas -

61.0



specific countries selriied for major ette
Largnlyby criteria combining needs and opportuni:,
ties; 'and in line with defined Foundation program
objecti es..The dominant concern with de-
\ eloping countries'. which !;ontinuet.. up to the pres-
ent. requiled the curtailinent ( often difficult ) of
earlier oliport in Eli rope and Japan.

A third principle was to*promote' research 'ari-d
other hOer edio:ational Innetion.s related to under-

' fling' Trobleims of hurpcto 'lien-being: (Proponent,' . , of land grant uniei,ities ,onetime, ,ounda, if they
*in% ented this conunitment. and alone put it into
practice: ) In tliZ, case of the Peking .Union Medical
College. le,earch as we aS the training of .doctors

.and nui,,e,-was' related to the improved ealth of
the Chinese people,:and beneficiaries elseWlire.

TIIE FOUNDATION'S RECORD

The record of the Foundation's programs in high-
er education over six decades is in part a history of,
what the Foundation conceived to be the broad prob-
lem areas that most needed academiu'attention, and
how these areas evolved over time.

In its fi.st fifteen years ( 013-28) Foundation
efforts and funding were largely devoted to medical
research and public health. During the subsequent
twenty-five years a number of other areas attracted
Foundation attention and suppOtt, notably medical
education, the natural sciences, the social sciences,
and the humanities. These areas as stated actually
became the titles of the Foundation's prograw divi-
sions from the start ofThe 1930's to the chid- 1950's,
and some have persisted to the present. Ea"ch of
these program divisions ranged broadly in subject
and place, and pursued the Foundation) principles
summarized above: balance in teaching and re-
search, advancement of knowledge at home ,and
abroad, and higher edncat1on responsive to human
needs.

.

A Search for Targets )

Attentive to chmiging conditions, needs,. and op-,
portunities, as well as to its Own limitations, the
Foundation triedlo find specific targets and means
of concentration within widely defined fields'of in-

terest, for.example, health and agriculture. Such
concentrations represent strategies of Major efforts
and funding over relatively long periods of time
(five or ten years or even. longer). To illustrate, in
the early 1930's support for 'inedical*educatiot1 in-

Also in the thirties, in the natural' sciences, the
Foundation launched an imaginative and productive
strategy to de% elop eNpeiimental biology. including
an int(4r,ive build-up of biochefilitry. Thanks. to
the new capabilities for plant and animal genetic
manipulation which grew, out of this program strat-
egy. the Foundation later conceited aiid conducted
another strategy, the conquet of hunger. more spe-
('Ifically. the improvement of agricultinal poduc-
tip') through the use of new high-vielding varieties

,

of food crops. In the social sciences. a major",trategv
initiated in thethirfie.4 and continued for two, dec-
ades, centered on the.developmcnt of eronami re-
search. theory. talent. and applications. And in the
humanities4".?undation pursued a pre- and post-p,
-Todd' War II strategy -to improv knowledge of
foreign languages andzultines. This developed' re-
sources and:leadershi for intercultnyal programs.
in'thelU.S. and abroad in the 1950's and 1960's.

An important feature ni such specific strategies.
or cOncentratiowithin the program fields. ha, been
the attempt to pm a pal ticular.problem of !lutist at
the center of ihterdisciplina ry- work, at different
aadernic levelS, and including 'both research anti
teaching. This involve academic Jeorganization

here,talents, resources, and programs in a univer-
sity are restructured for effective feet's on a selected
subject or problem..

In the preceding chapter on innovations in educa--
tion and research, Dr.Richardson has provided an
excellent discussipn, I think, of. how directed mobili-
zation can proceed. His explicit concern is with the
environmental sciences. What he has said, however,
about university organization or reorganization
would,applyto a number of programs undertaken
by the Rockefeller Foundation in the past. If one
were to substitute "foreign area study" for environ-
ment whenever,the latter term appears in his discus-
sion,. v,vhat Dr. Richardson has presented would
apply to the Foundation's effort's at selected univer-
sities just Ater World War II. A little later, priority
shifted from foreign aFea studies to international,
studies and Dr. Richardson has described what the
Foundation tried to do itu that direction.

We might conchrethat problems as well its pat,
terns of innovation in inglier education have changed
very little during the six decades of the Rockefeller"
Foundation's existi'lice. But we are gradually learn-
ing how some of our more potent institutions
those of MON...educationcap keep pace with edcr.
changing needs.



ENVIRONMENTAL
STUDIES*

and the
AMERICAN

UTERSITY
Dr. Roderick Nash

Prof e;ssor of History.and Environmental Studies

Chairman, En vironnzentar Studies P?ogram
University of California, Santa 73arbara

itticism occasionally inakes the rounds'to the
effect that in the typical American university it is
almost impossible to do any thing for,either the firsi
or the last time. The poinl is the inherent conserva-
tism of established institutions of higher education;
At fist gland this is surpri.s.ing. Higher educators
are generally conceded to be among the most intel-
ligenoand-creative members ofa society. The name
of their game is questioning, challenging, revising,
and improving. Politically and economically they

,normally range far left of center. Yet when it 'conies
to their own curriculum. iittel nal organization, and
research .interests,, ofessors frequently draw their
wagons into a tigh ircle against innovating influ-
ences. As a consequence universities find major
change, such as that involved in the interdisciplinary
problem-oriented study of the environmeni., extraor- .
dinarily difficult. Discus-Sion of some of the reasons
for this conservatism may be of assistance in its
transcendence.

THEMONtY-c,AME
Budgetary shortages almost always bring out the

conservatism latent in most universities. lh flush
times alleged "luxuries" like en% iroinnental studies
and other experimental programs can obtain sub-
stantial support. But cutba6ls cause an academic
community to fall back into the hallowed, non-con-

.

troversial meat-and-potato subjects. And even in
4gookiines there is a special reluctance on the part

of administrators to invest too heavily in new pro-
grams for fear they may prove passing fancies. Spe-
cial terror resides in the possibility of making ten-
ured appointments in -an ephemeral field, where
disappearance leaves expensive.' flotsam in the fac-
ulty. This is a legitimate concern, of course. The
movement of academic resources into new programs
should be studied and deliberve. But there is a deli-
cate balapce involved. If a new effort is not given
reasonable fiscal support, if it is mitt allowed an
autonomous voice in curricula and policy formation,
if it is not permitted to recruit and appoint faculty,
it may well be made a paying fancy. In this case the
cause of the program's failure is not its lack of ap-
peal to students, interest to faculty, or continuing
relevance to society's needs.

One explanation for the typical university's dis-
inclination to innovate is that it selclom enjoys
enough financial indepetidence to do as it,. ple-ases.

Enttrommentativ orlentod, idoiratlon and relearria ran rust in a 'min-Flay an a varier) of ua)s and Finder a variety of names For simplicity's sake, this
orlter ehaptets nj the present report occasionally use "cntironmental studies" as a generic name /all these endemors,and

1 9
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CO\ .equently , -.-t.trtivrrsitit. -sartattatel-r -nrorre- tti
which-side of the bread is buttered, and, in the main,
that is the conservative, estabrshed side. The icono-
clast. whether institutional or i diyidUal. often finds
lunisell cut off limn the financial ni_eans necessary
to implement hts mild ideas. Exaggerating to make
the point, the institution, particularly a state-sup-,
ported one, that today declared its intent to develop
a college of gay studie,, or communist studies \ N ould

threaten its own financial viability. Environmental
studies is not as radical, but in view of its challenges

vth, private ow ne-rsh ip, and the free

thele are risks involvt.fd. And uni-
verlsit.ies are.much more sensitive to the winds of
public Calor than they like to admit. The problem
obviously is that the venture capitalthe 'seed
money- -that underyclites hum\ ation is not a com-
mon part of a university budget. This is a deficiency
that philanthropic agencies hale traditionally tried
to 01 ercome.*

to aspeet),L-gr
(iter pr ise system

TilE BARS OF ACADEMIC FREEDOM

Another source of the American university's con -

servatism is surprisingly related to the democratic
maitre of tl faculty community. Alexis de Tocque-
ville not almost a century and a half ago that a
society 1 rich makes-every man a king experience's

of tyranny comparable to that of a:tradi-
tional monarchy. Thomcadeinic community s'a case
hrpoint..Academicians loudly celebrate their inde-
pendence. frequently cloaking it in the rhetoric of
academic freedom. Praiseworthy as this attitude
may be, it nonetheless makes creative leadership ex-
tremely difficult. There simply are too many chiefs.
Each pr'ofessor is the acknowledged king of his of-
fice, his courses, his laboratory. Without gainsaying
the advantages of this independence, it is a situation
that discourages aggressive leadership. Unlike a
baseball manager or a ForporatiomP president, the
university administrator (from department chair-
man to president or chancellor) religiously shies
away from telling the persons that he administers
what to do..Everyone.on the teaching and research

'staff of a universiCy is regarded As a "colleague." It
follow that the kind of personnel and program ma-

, nipulation normal in athlelics or business is impOs-
slide. Proposals- 117r change in an academic com-
munity invariably come up fom time faculty rather
than datc-ri from the admihistration.

"
For manl, exataidec Curt, and Rodertck Nash, l'Istinnthropy .o

,1 WM< I( h. 1 I .190)

The lvi,dhiat faulty,
coupled IV ithxvide divergencies in their views, means
that only mild, compromise proposals have any
chance of being made uniyersity..policy. Major in-
novation, partiildally that whichid) steps on the toes
of ti.iditional academic patteins. encounters many
obstaelts on-the campus. With ei-ely professor in
possession of veto power, progress is frequently
brought to a standstill. Ironically, - liberalism in the
sense of respect for the indi% 'dual conspires, to de-
feat libel alism defined as receptivity to change.

KINKS IN TIIE SENIORITY SYSTEM

The senior ity sy.stent has long been recognized as
a major metal-dant to hum% a tion in the United States
Congiesi. A similar emphasis on seniority, expLessed
in the professor ial scale and the tenure system, dis-
courages change in nth\ ersities. Xounger, nonten-
ured members -of a faculty quickly learn that -the
road to security is paved with the good will of"their
senior colleagues. Boat tuckers, especially those who
by their iconoclasm implicitly criticize older faculfy,

' tend to jeopardize. their own futures. The irony of
the situation is clear. The younger people with an
abundance of energy and new ideas are seldom in a
position to implement them on a university-wide
scale. Bear in mind, too, that in contrast to-the-fed-
eral government there are no party sFsten'is ec-

tions, or designated terms in Office to .alkate the
repressive influence of seniority..A--Kancellor, pres-
ident, or dean hostile to a. pr oral can block-it for
decades. Change, anothe(academic witticism holds,
rides with the hearse, and ,university policy fornraS
Lion frequently proves this point.
, While not officially sanctioned, as is the case with
the Congress, seniority invariably prevails in the key,
'committees anti administrative-posts that direct a
university: The persons at the crucial points of lev-
erage are almost always drawn from the senior
faculty. Such men and women often have a consul-
era Die personal investment in traditional academic
means and ends. They idlest the training they- "re -

ceived In their graduate student_ years which are
commonly Ince or four decades in the past. Subtle
issues _ involved. A professoi who ha. developed .
thousands of pages of ecture notes is loathe to

. abandon them by responding to calls for itange. A
teacher whose confidence stems from many years
of conducting a class in a familiar way fears dis-

the Shaping of American Higher Fshication Iger$ UnIrersity Press.
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comforting_ innovpion. Jealousy also figures. `Pious
sentiments about small, high-quality courses not-

% ' withstanding, professors are in company with all
people in liking popularity. Art older faculty-mem-
ber is understandably Ouctant to approve. much
less envourage, curt icula iniAations that 'would
help.mAehim a relic. Ns extremely disheartening
for yesterda3''s star to see tti.w faculty or programs.
'`steal" away the student The self-respek
time is at stake. lad very often academic iefom
suffers.

THE STUDENT illENOMENON-19:70's
,

.
University students must also share some of the

responsibility for their institution's comer\ atitm.
Although briefly in the hitt 19601s if appeared 'that
the 'times might be changing. recent trends have done
'much to reestablish the phenomenon of the docile.
unquestioning student and the-professor -god. Witiit
grades, graduate schools, and careers once agar
dominant concerns, most -students quietly accept the
traditional formulas for teaching and- research that
are handed down to them. Few dare to challengv the
assumption of piofeSsociai omniscience 'even v% hen

°lessor s work fails to address the student's
own pressing concerns. ' `

'Holistic, problem-oriented study Of the environ-
nient'is Precisely the kindof endeavor likely to be-/
come' a victim of university conservatism. First of
all it presents in challOnge t,to departmental structure.
Since their= development under Germanic influences

"4° min the late- 19th century, American universities have
tletden keyed to departments. Teaching-and research,

it was taken -.for grarited, could be .tonveniently
? pigeonholed into separate categories. 'EnteringA'..

,undergraduate students were confronted with a

MINI- KINGDOMS

In time the departmental structure was modified
but always'as the result of mitosis. Big departments
beclone several smaller ones. Disintegratton
sailed. Any attempt to feveise the bend, to promote--
integiation, -ran afoul of depaitmental boundaries.

the most entienched of any Of the university's
institutions, departments commonly acted as mini-
kiligdoms. Their control of the faculty rev% at d sys-

temwas abschte. The umbrella that colleges or other
sub-university adminish ative units sought to provide

fzMr se%et al departments only created arenas for their
competition. loyal department members take' as
the:nit-lust axiom the enrichment of their empire in
relat`km to that of the other departments. In the low -
or no- gro«th budgetary situation prevalent in recent
scar at almost all universities, the axiom changed
to at thy elpense of the (Abel:s. Understandably this*
is a situation in uli,ich a new entrant into the compe-
tition for univ ersify resources, such as environ-
mental studies, is not looked upon votth keen appre,
ciation.

The stren.th of departmental lines v% ithin a rini-
vorsity- also makes it difficultifor all but the most
intrepid faculty members to teach or to perform
research outside their i"home" field or In interdis-
ciplina.ry ventures. Seldom doesfthe old guard in a

department acknowledge the legitimacy of such en-
deavbrs; rarer still is the person who is promoted
by a department as'a result of his achieveanents out-
side it. As a general rule the only professors whose
part-time involvement in environmental studies is
not a handicap itie those whose accomplishments ni
their home department are unassailable. Given the
strongly department-oriented world Of the univer-
sity, interdisciplinary endeavors necessarily take on
the status of hobbies for the faculty involved. In
transcending departments, interdisciplinary pro-
grams like environmental studies work against, and
by implication criticize, the central organizing prin-
ciple that is a characteristic of the traditional
university.

ACADEMIC 14SEARCH VS. SOCIAL NEEDS

Another dimension of the typical nniversity's re-
sistance to environmental studies is the challenge it
poses for "pure" research. Without denying the
value of all knowledge. it is possible to maintain that
some kinds of knowledge are more valuable than
others. The criterion is the need of society based on
the problems it Face's presently and those it antii-

;morgasbord of knowledge. They sampled at random
or, after the institution of "gener$1 education and
similar programs, w ith an eye to diversity. No one

orried about how the heterogeneous mass was di-
gested. Few,suggested integrative themes, like man-
env ironnieVations. to provide order and mean-

. ing for a coin-se of study.

Gradlate students, on the other hand, were ex-
pc( ted to plunge into a single field or department
with blinders thinly in place. From their professors
they inherited the idea that narrowness of scholar-
ship was synonymous with expertisy The final ob-
jective of the graduate student was to so refine a dis-
sertation topic as to permit the-writer to stand alone
in his command of the subject. No one asked whether
or not anyone cared.



side* es4ui e and presen ing bieeti% ir . universitie's
haze ofteli held kick in Ian ging then .1e...orrie ex.
peruse to bear on piesciiig issues of the here and
now. Facult% interested in environmental studies are

4
usually d11.10IT the leaders in deploring this la, k of
a sell h e olientation in higher education. The% con-
tend that soc iet liar a right to expect the disc u)sion
and hopeful]} th, solution of prominent' issues as
pint of the higher edu, Awl> process. Sus iet might
also expect urn% cisit,ie; to ti am s ompelent iirdivrdL-

r
al- who can deal broadly and professionally ).v.ith
these inipoitant. as hell omplex issue, at ,an
teidisciplinai%

evid,eme;.f. the potential rewards of Linnet.
sits in%oWmerit stn contemporary concerns. prop°-
nents of problem-oriented educastion cite the way
schools of aRiculture and public health arose in
major American universities earls in the present cen-
tur and led the progress in these fields. In these in-
stances the magnitude of social need simply over-
came the uni%ersities. reluctance to nio% e in practical
diiections. One conclusion is that env ironmental
problems have not Vet produced the dame intensity
of public concern. But it is also possible to blame
universities for not fully accepting the responsibility
of public leadership.

rr Advancing problem-oriented. interdisciplinary
teachibg and research in the environmental fields
does not at all entail the deprecation of disciplinary
endeavors. The aim is not to bypass traditional re-
search butto integrate and coordinate it around en-
Viionmental problems. Applied research should be
understood as the t out ovnitant, not the antipode. of
Pure research. According to proponents of environ-
mental studies, the professor who does not conduct
any research Uith an eye to its applied, real-world
dimensions shortchanges himself did his society.
Alto unftirtunate it.; the researcher Isho is not cog-
nizant of the interfaces betyieen biarikork an tiiiat of
others. Such statements appear innocuous enough,
but they storm the ivory -tower that has long been 'a
precious part of university tradition. gh'ing the in-
stitution faith in itself.

Apateirl the fulitre_Ar4 ter the gittl.e of reistittr out TE kCHLN OLD UNIVERSITIES
NEW TASKS

The remainder of this report hill expand upon
the reasons for the uneasy relationship between en-
%ironmental studies and the American urns ersit.
There die indeed grounds for pessimism. The his.
tons al l minded cannot avoid recognizing that major
.changes in higher education in the past haNe..tnne
and again. depended on the foudding of .new col-
leges and um% ersities. The old ones simply %%ould
not c.hange. For example. neither women nor a tech-
nic'al and commercial curriculum could crack the
(Idols of the established institutions in the middle
decades of the 19th century.* As a result, wealthy
benefactors launched colleges to accommodate
these reforms, and in time the older schools followed
suit.

In res encyears the same strategy has worked to
develop en% itonmentallN-oriente'd teaching and re.
search programs. Entire campuses devoted exclu-
sively to the interdisciplinary study of man- environ-
ment relations have appear&-d on the academic map.
Such fresh starts give full rein to change. but the
new "ens ironmental colleges Iliadk the- disciplinary
and financial strength of established universities.
Nloreo%er, the neTs campuses need the assistance of
their ,larger and /pore prestigious colleagues in
furthering the technical and attitudinal revolutions

sic to the attainment of environmental quality.
In seeking %ay s of advancing env ironmental qual-

ity early in the 1970's; the Rockefeller Foundation
might have attempted to launch a nes% university
dedicated to environmental studies. Instead it opted
for the more difficult. task of encouraging
in large, firmly, established institutions. The result
of Qv four - university prograrh described in these
pages can be termed encouraging. While the rate
and scope of the change 'rill not pltase everyone,
the universities involved have been helped to see
that nevi directions are possible. Such recognition
carries ss.ith ii the hope that the cull potential- of
higher education can in time be realized in the Vital
task of building long-term harmony into man's rela-
tionship with his environment.

Curti and Nash, Philanthmpy in theihaping of American ifigher Education. preterit the fall nary
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Rural Pf nnq)liania supports &terse agricalture as uell as the largest non-farming rural population of arty state to the
nation Belot( The unitersity's ersellent acoustics staff and facilities mere employed in uwestigalions on effects
and control of lennronmental noise.
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ENV IRONMENTAL PLANNING

-THE OFFICE OF Many of our en% iromnental struggles todaN are
, attempts to an clior:ite esterda%. problem.-- tlio.e

ENVI4ONMENTAL born of out ignorance of the (11%11011111(d. delicate
balance. hi h u.rs established through millions of

':. QUALITY .
tear. of\trialifind error. As a societ,,, we did no in
the past, fully onside that smoke in the an. (ileum-
'cals and sewage in streams. and scAried hillsides

PROGRAIMS. caused b Inghways: quarries. and mines are a dan-
gerous and cumulatne.pi ice to pay for goods and

the services. In short, our thinking has not bren com-
prehensive; and we have proceeded without %,ise.

PENNSYLVANIA long-range policies to guide us.
:Now it is obNious that emiionmental planning is

tniently needed, and that this planning must kw

STATE UNIVERSITY baied.on well-integrated policies. But who, or what
instjtutions ale capable of foinil,ffing them? Go N .

Dr. Richard D. Schein ,
ernment agencies and legislators 'try. But do the

Director results work? Certainly the\ fall short of perfection

Office of Eilvironmental.Quality Programs if today's problems are the measure of ye-teidaNit
policies. We think universitiesim4 a responsibility

_..4.!. and a role here. .
..i.-

,-,-,- A uniNersity's ein iroiimental role is not to ex
tinguish brush fires but to educate the public ;g thAt
it-can make wise. long-range decisions. WA; ge
resources for research and education. a unive sity
can establish'guidelines for intelligent planning.
good legislation, and fair regulation by those outside.

THE PENN STATE
ENVIRONMENT PROGRAM

The motives an, . goals of The Pennsylvania State
University's Rockefeller Foundation Assisted efforts
in environmental affairs were developed during a
period of almost a year and a half of conversations

$1-,and letter exchanges between officers of the Ptunda-
1/4 tion and faculty and senior administrators at Penn

' State. Initially, the Foundation had expressed strong
infeivst in the establishment at Penn State of a single,
large,, central environmental affairs institute from
and through which would be operated programs in
tuidergraduate and graduate education, research, nd
public service and extension. Penn State adminis-
trators had second thoughts &bout such an operation,
arising out of their experience in the administration
of colleges and intercollege research organizations,
and from their knowledge of the academic-political
infr,astructure at Penn State.

We proposed instead a staff rather than line of-
,
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free, reporting dirl:ctlx to upper levels of the central sem( t the committee shall sene an advisory or
administration. an office with d fear pi erogatne t1
encourage that ne( essgiy, iplinan multi-
.0 legicite ooperation and interest upon who h reds
ihle en% onmenta I prop anis must depend. The
director of the ( )th( e of Env ii °unwind! Quality Pro-
grams lieu eat ter OEQPI often a( is like a broker

ho. aware of a`piobIem and goals. bring., together
the proper body of people and resources to acom-
plish the task. He often feels like a shuttle moving
within the great loom ofthe UM% inter% ea% ing
into that fabric the particular ( onfiguratiOns and de-
signs for the Prosecution of en) ironmental matters.

The (42QP rests upon the recognition that in en-
v rroirmentalaffairs; The Penusvlyania State t-niv er-.
sit% has a high degiee of active it and an even greater
potentill in all of its functional areas instruction,
research. and .public sen ice. Greater effectneness
will come with greater cooperation among depart-
ments. colleges, or functional'areas.

In recognition of these needs and opportunities,
the OEQP,is established asa unit of the office of the
Provost. Among the functions of the director are
the determination of inter-unit or inter-area needs
and capabilities, the facilitation among departments.
jolleges. and inter-college organizations, and the
encouragement of cooperation among such units.

These functions shall be carried out by the direc-
tor in a manner consistent with university policy in
Nstruction. research. and public service. In environ-

1
ripntal areas new inter-unit %projects and activities
will btkinecessary. In some cases, these will need.newwill

revised policy. The director must therefOre be in
close communication with the vice presidents in
charge of the three functional areas. of undergradu-
ate studies. research and graduate qaclies, and con-
tinning education in he university.

function. or both, as needed. The committee
assists in stimulating broad um% younnitment
and interest in ens ii orlmental affairs. in the deter-

..
initiation that prwposed programs are in the best'
Intel est Zwi the um) ei sit% after rev iew bw «,llogiatc
and &pa tmental oth, els. and m t1;, resolittion of
conflicts. It meets at least owe each team.

10-

Early Interests That Pay ed the Way .

Before Ivan mg support from the Rockefeller
Foundation. the director of OEQP spent ,almost a
full veal stud). ing and es aluating environmental ac-

iles at Penn State. As a land-giant urine' sit) it
has

/.a
long History and 'a large faculty in such ob-

vious!) en) ironmentall) related areas as agricul-
ture, engineei ing. basic sciences, and .sie, eau th and
mineral sciences. Already erected, beginning in the
earl) L960's. were a set ie4 of intercollege research
institutes, three of 'which were directly environ-
mental!) 'elated: the Center for Air Environment
Studies, the 'Pennsylvania Transportation Institute,
and, the Institute for Research on Land and Water
Resources. The- latter included the Pennsylvania
Water Centel as createaundet the Water Resources
Research Act of 1961. in addition. some colleges
are truly multidisciplinary and in the past have been
able to mount large projects of research and educa-
tion with superior. representation of necessary fields.
from w ithin single colleges.

AREAS FOR CONCENTRATION
We saw in the Foundation's giant the possibility

of adding an extra increment of quality and quantity
to our oumental activities in areas where we
judged wei had an accumulation of expert, and
know ledgek'nearly sufficient to allow us to proceed

Thee three officers are part of the Administrative uniquely, that is without being redundant of pro -
Comm ittee which will work with the director tO as- grams in other unilersitres. We identified some areas
sure straw and beneficial operations.'Fbr reason which would concentrate reseal ch activity.
of communication and ad) ising, they will be joined
on the Administrative Committee by the dean of the Envitionmental Policy
Graduate School repr6entint the Giaduate Coun-
cil ). a member designated by the Council of Aca-
demic Dean,. and a member designated by the
University Faculty Senate.

The Administrative Committee renders broad-
based support to functions and operations of the
OEQP and helps assure the quality of The effort.
When environmental programs ( proposed or actual )
involve more than one functional areaundergrad-
uate education, graduate stirdies, re arch, or public

C.

Wejound a considerable awareness on out' cam-
pus' that, although we had great technical expertise
in the science and technology of the em ironment,
the solution to society's problems would depend
upon decisions in the social sphere. We proposed to

.erect a new intercollege research institute, the Ceram
ter for the Study of Environmental Policy, tvhich
would concentrate its efforts in the social. economic.
legal. arid behavioral sciences. drawing heavily on
advice from pet sons in the sciences and technologies.

i/4



We discovered an opportunity to bring together
a group of faculty and students, under the aegis of
the Institute for Research on Land and Water Re-
sour( es. to tie% elop-an area of onipetem e in aquatu
ecosystems research and management.

Solid.Waste Management .

We found a considerablenumbt.r of our faculty
concerned for the futuren this area. At the time of
initial funding it had been our hope to assist these
people in their initial efforts, including exploratory
research, to (les elop ideas and competence sufficient
to attract significant federal research funds, wgich
at that time were expected to be forthcoming

Environmental Norse
We discovered we had a small core of people in

acoustics. pin siologs. and psychology, with consid-
erable experience in the effects of sound on human
beings. who ssi#144, %or), together in this rather neg-
lected area.'

In addition to these reserCh,, areas' Ai,e proposed
to place major emphasis on public sers ice. We knew
that through our Agritugural Extension Sex-% iee and
our l);*ision of Continuing Education we had been
pros iding ens ironmentakads ice and education, in-
cluding radio, telesision, And conferences, in large
amounts-for many years. We-were not completely,
sure of,tVe effectiveness of these prOgrams, and we
pledged to gise serious attention tbthis during the
period of the grant, in a study which might result in
new university policy regarding its posture and phi-
losophy of public sersice activities in the environ-
ment.

, A BRIEF CRITIQUE OF THE NEW EFFORTS

Center for the Study of
Environmental Policy

It was not easy to establish this center a§ an inter-
college unit because,Penn State has about ten social
science departments in at leak four colleges. The
director of OEQP persuaded the.heads of these de-
partments that an inter-college research operation
would -be beneficial and not detrimental to th'e de-
partmental operations. Ultintateli i," the justification
for the establishment of the new center was written
by a special committee of alj social science depart-
ment heads, and a subcommittee of that group re-
ctuited a young and active director for the center

01% 01

operation only about a year and a half, but already
is attracting other third-party research funds and is
indeed bringing together fa( and students front
d iffci cut -.0i la! write whith means different
departrhents arid °lieges.

Department Boundaries . ,

The difficulties are far from- over Penn Slate's
tradition of retear( h in the so, ial sciem es presents
all uneen mo.saic. In ionie departments the tradi-
tion of research islong and well established. Some
personnel from these departments show great will-
Ripest- to participate in intercollege research ef-
forts.' but most have developed ways to. carry out .
their research within the confines of their omi dis-
ciplines. Other

.
of our social' science departments

either do not base a strong research tradition or have
(le..,efopeti a strong tendency to stay y.il.hin the bound-
aries of the discipline. Older and more mature
scholars are comfortable and confident in the areas
of competent e they have developed and are not easy
to tempt into boundary areas and interdisciplinary
research. At a time when faculty position funding in
un Neisities is (link restricted,` growth of ensiron-
me ai po N research mas 'be slow because insuffi-.
Lierit funds re asailable to hire younger scholars
interested in ens ironmental affairs and not yet
academically entrenched.

Universily Speculation
We considered the development and operation.of

this new center to be a risk opportunity, almost
speculation. If that speculationlissas well based and
paid off. the university would gain new academic
riches; but if that speculation found itself operating
in a hostile political and academic climate, the
operation might fail.

It is too early to judge; certain signs are Very en-i
couraging, mot the least of which is a better relations'
ship between the university and important state and
federal agencies. In out opinion, the development of
the center depends vitry'much upon the leadeiship of
a very active academic 'entrepreneur, who-must at
the same time understand the role of the niversity
and its faculty and the kinds of researc activities

.
which are appropriate to a university.

Piloti;ogram: Pine Creek Watershed 4
To give the new center a focus, an effort was made

to identify ptojects which, if unffeitaken, would
demand and use skills within our university. The

,119
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The Pine ( reek IR aterched. proposed for inclusion under the ,\itional ild and Scenic Rivert get.
has be, n the site of intense research and student training on biological and social torres affecting the
enz ironozent in this central P,ennsIltania region The area is t)pu-al of much of the eastern I !wed tates
in that it is.b,ing transformed bl highual derelopnient, changing economic emphasis for agveulture.
mining. and forestrl. as :tell as hew second home del elopmeni and recreational pressures
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lenging, but mall enough to be manageable. Stich
projeCts might fall within the category of air. water.
or land policy studies: or they might have a geo-
graphical emphasis.

We fotind that Penn State has a history of con-
cern for the neat by- Pine Creek Watershed, and as a
result, has pieced a significant data base in the
physical. biological, enagineering. and social areas.
With these data as a foundations- We should beable to
expeditiously develop a lung -range environmental
policy for Pine Creek. complete Iv ith costs, benefits.
trgile-offs, altetnatis es. and predictions.

While this project w ill trN to pros ide solutions for
Pine Creek. it also will function as a pilot program.
which can later contribute N aluable information and
idea's' to similar projects in Penns), hanta and the
nation. At the same time. Penn State researchers IA ill

benefit froln the findings and their applications.
The following are objectives for the Pine Creek

Water Shed. We 'feel that they are reasonable and
obtainable.

Preserve key private lands throtl easements,
purchase. zoning. or otlier means.

Preserve public lands b5- haying them designated
as w ild areas.

Improve the water quality of Pine Creek with
.goodsew age treatment plants for large corlununittes

and efficient septic tanks for individual homes. Pol-
lution-control laws need to be enforced.

Eliminate acid mine ,drainage. More inspectors,
with better training, are needed to see that/the, clean-
streams laws are properly enforced.

Preserve and enhance the north Penns) ania
character of the villages.

Plant trees and flowers. Create parks and com-

mons. Restore old buildings, sdnie of which are his-
torical. Control the number and appearance of signs
oQhuildings and along roads so that they are estheti-
callytleasing and blend IA ith the surroundings.

Encourage suitable locations for, and the design
and appearance of, new commercial anal recreational
faCilities.

Promote native crafts.
Plan well for road improvements and hiking trails.
Nopoge a linkup of inns along certain trails so

that hikers can walk the gorge during the day and
rest, eat, andeocialize at night.

Promote environmental education in schools and
in local civic, youth, avid church groups. .

This is only an outline of what might be done in
Pine Creek. A coordinated study such as the one

out intaa comprellensive environmental policy. Such
a study is rarely attempted and would be quite an
achievementV itsuCceeded.

The Sad Lesson of Brandylcin
Many, people know of the Brandywine project.

A foundation gave a large grant for studies of the
Brandywine Watershed in southeastern Pennsyl-
ydnia and northwestern Delaware. The studies were
done and the results repoqed to the residents in the
hope that they would act to protect their watershed.
But this neser.happened, because, the residents did
not w ant to be told w hat to do. A Penn State professor'

says that at least part of the problem was that no one
on the project had bothered v.) keep the residents in-
formed of w hat was going on and w by ; furthermore,
it seems that no project member had bothered to
take residents' considerations into accbunt during
the studies. The human factor was just forgotten. A
lot of extremely valuableainformation was never
used, and a lot of effort and money were wasted.

There is no need to repeat the mistakes of the
Brandywine project. We don't think that will hap-
pen. The'foundation for working with the people of
Pine Creek has already been laid; every grout or
individual from Penn State doing research in the
area has involved and informed the citizens.

The greatest challenge to the Office of Environ-
mental Quality Program's in dealing with Pine Creek
is integrationof the university groups and interests
at work in the watershed. The Center for the Study
of Environmental Policy is concerned with social,
legal; and political questions. A team of biologists,
is investigating a wide range of questions concerning
the basin and experimenting with modeling, tech-
niques. Finally the Pennsylvania Water Center,
which is a research group in the university, has
brought together a team on aquatic ecosystems cone
sisting of 'a fisheries biologist, 'a sanitary engineer,
a Wilrogeologist, a forester, and a sanitary micro-
biologist. Each has studeits Aorking on Pine Creek
in addition to his own efforts_ As the research reports
of these various endeavors are being writtenf we see
more clearly that although some dialogue between
the participants has occurred and the perspectives of
faculty and students hay e broadened, more might
have been done through early and regular seminars.

%lid. Waste Management
Maid not spend a great deal of money in this

area. Attention to agricultural wastes is rather well



projects have sufficient funding. We provided funds cooperatively with other 'scientists and, if appro.
for released time for a senior faculty coordinator, priate, with social scientists and humariists.
who gorio.know the faculty and their interests and In all of the above efforts there are certain meas.
attempted to find . possible third-party funding urable and immeasurable effects upon our academic
sources for studies of domestic solid waste manage- programs. Some new courses have been developed11.

ment. Rather unfortunately our efforts coincided and taught. A number of graduate students have-re-
with the establishment of the federal EPA, and that ceived dpgrees. Stuileats participating in those prO-
new agency took some time to settle down and estab- grams have been involved in discussions, research,
lish its persokel, priorities, and programs, includ- and seminars which were multidisciplinary in.rAture.
ing its policy of university research support. Several The outlook for the future is brighter because of the
proposals were generated because of interest at successes of some of the efforts and the changed'
agencies, only to find later that either_ the agency
had changed its mind or its senior personnel had
changed, or both.

Recently the coordinator has been attempting to
develop interest from industrial organizations, and
there is some possibility that this effort may bear
fruit.

.5,000 Tons of Waste Paper
An interesting and successful study was carried

gut locally with Foundation fund?;, as well'as 'funds
from the university. An operations researcher, a
sociologist, and a graduate student in sociology have
completed a study related to the recycling of the
something like 5,000 tons of papergene4ted annu-

ially within the university. It is definitely a possibil-
ity. that the managementscheme they now propose
will be adopted and that the recycling scheme Will
cost the university little if anything. Through this
effort our people have gtoined experience in this dif-
ficult research area, and we dope their results are
exportable to like institutions, namely other univer-
sities, and government and industrial offices, all of
which generate a great deal ofwaste Paper..

pee ctives of faculty and students, department
heads, and Other administrators.

Public Service Activities ,

Penn State has both an Agricultural and Home
Economics Extension'Service and S very large Divi-
sion of Continuing Education; the head -of the latter
is a vice president of the university. In the past, these
two agencies have worked quite independently and
according to different modes. The Extension Serv-
ice has its array of .county. offices and county agents
and their staffs, as well as the central Extension of-
fice on the campus and its staff of specialists: The
Extension Service tends to work in a programmatic
and person-to-person way. It has definite programs
and Proceeds systematically toward their goals.

-The. Division of Continuing Education is a more
reflexive service of the university. Its staff, 'tis well
as members of the4niversity faculty, develops ad It9,e

special programeas they become are of some
clientele group's need for continuing education seiv-
iges. Its 'greatest activity is in what is called the in-
formal prograih,-the program of conferences.

Taking on New Responsibilities

In recent years the faculty of the College of Agri:.
culttice and personnel of the Agricultural Extension
Service have become more aware of the negative
role agriculture has often played environmentally,
and of the opportunity and responsibility for College

-,,,of Agriculture personnel to provide sound environ-
mental advice. A special reorganization has taken
'place in thelcillege,with the creation of a'Coordina-
-tor'of Environmental Quality Affairs. To assist with
new goal achievement; Foundation funds have been
allocated to a two-year program of retraining a
cadre of about thirty county agents in 'agriculture
and home economics \vho have been given, regional
responsibility for the delivery of environmental ad-
vice kotugh Cotinty agent's' Aces. This prOgram is

20
22.

Environmental Noise
At the end of the first year of this activity, the

directOr of OEQP judged that efforts under way
with Foundation assistance were not apt to result in
true multidisciplinary research efforts. Yet we were
still convinced that we had a unique opportunity.
The Center for Air Environment Studies judgedthat
environmental yoise tild be within its purview, and
the director of that center undertook to create a sub-
group in environmental noise. This second effort has
been more successful, has brought about multidisci-
plinary research and dialogue, and has resulted in
new proposals for unique research. Here again we
must point out tfie difficulty of getting mature scien-
tists, comfortable and confident in their own fields,

,
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skewing signs of great rise -s as it progref.-----,5-.

The situation in Continuing Education, because f
iti-different,mode of operation, has demand ur-
ther study. In the past year we ha e had many per-
.ons working, in an effort to help lecide..wh!Abei
particular 'actions should be taken in ,regard to this
service. These committee; have taken a. three-year
retrospective look at what we have been doing in
.conferenCes, face-to-face Avice, the userf media in
extension, and in correspondence courses. We are
at once amazed by the sheer bulk of N hat we ha e
done, but still confused as to whether or not our
efforts might be better Were they- programmed to
meet certain environmental education goals. etc. The
analysis and report is nom being generate . It'seems

)ikely that it will be recommended that the UlliN el sity
establish a coordipator of environmental extension
activities, whose job it will be to be continually aware

of public education needs, and to work rather like the
director of OEQP in lainging to bear on these prob-
lems the wide range of skills resident in the university.

During these three years we have Become increas-
ingly a;vgre of the need for greater public education
in environmental areas. That need is .expressed
strongly by citizens of the state. A's a land -grant uni-
versity we have a mandate to provide it through
these two extension services. We Ivopld,jufige that
land-grant universities have not only an enormous,.
potential' and opportunity in providing public edu-
cation in environmental matters tb students outside
the campus walls, but a gyt responsibility as hell.

Only One Earth
The OEQP's commitment to 'public service has

also been expressed through support of a quarterly
magazine called Only One Eartlio This magazine,
now three years old, is a high fluffily production
and devotes most of its space to popular reporting
of environmental research and other activities within
the-university. It has been extremely well received
and ire get very, complimentary "fan" letters.'The
little periodical is not expensive; and we feel it has

ad,de'd another' dimension to our public environ-
mental education activities. We expect that. it will.
continue as a regular university project.

Student Envirounntal Counseling
Organization

Picking up an idea developed at the UniNeisity of
Michigan, we have established a Student Erniron-
mentaLCounseling Organizatign which would allow
giaduate students in the tptivel),ity to gain ,practical

y VVP fon. a 4... hap rtiry,ttlirla }bait elatilrealk WhaP 1:13thr

same time rendering a service to society. We do not
kno, vet whether or not this organization can be-
come free-standing. It.is donig needed Mu.; -Teets and
the student and fat ulty response is dxcellent. We like
the idea Nel,y much, but cannot yet predict its future.
Tliis actiity lep.ends upon a mutilated graduate
student eutets.renem ho can foste his colleagues'
interests without inohing the university in contio-
versiatrommunity action project.

We 11,3%e used rather minor amounts of funds
to assist some public sell, iee acti% ities which have
come up during the life of the grant: We have
funded some special conferences and some tele-
% ision activities, provided means for If.egional Plan-
ning students to assist in the 'deNelopment of a plan
jr a lural community, and other like ;natters.

ir

ACTIVITIES NOT FOUNDATION ASSISTED

The OEQP has. been extremely active with its
responsibilities outside the Foundation-assisted
program. The director has participated in many con-
ferences' and has Xppe'ared as an environmenti) .

speaker. We liaNe brought together many people who__
pioposed actiN ities relied 'to the environment but
not eligible for assista.nce from our Foundation
grant. We ha% e helped achieve a greater relation-ship-
between the university and state agencies related to
the emironment.'WejTe participated.in the formu-
lation of the. State.Environmental Centers Act, and
haw advised the president, the_prevost, and vice
preAidents of the university on various university
matters related to the environment.

The OEQP attempted to bring university-wide at-
tention to the matter of undergHaduate education in -
environmental matters. We have not been successful
in the development of an intercollege multidiscipli-
nary program which might be ealled "Environmental
Studies" or "Environmental Sciences." Our faculty
is conservative. The Senate Curric2ular Affairs Com-
mittee could not be convinced that tlrie really is a

'field called Environmental Sciences or Environ-
mental Studies, and despite a great deal of work by
very many people, no new programs am, operating
in this, area. The OEQP, has, nonetheless, helped
foc4 greater attention on environmental matters in
existing programs of study. We encourage the de-
velopment of some new environmentakcourses, and
make available folstudents and advisers an up-to-
date list of coursesiWe thus find ourselves partici-
pating in the slow evolution of an environmentally-
o'rienied undergraduate curriculum.'

ro
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i
FUTURE DIRECIION§,-

Our greatest eniyironmentel ability is in'the sci-
eiWes and technologies where eitvironlnental corm
rerns have been traditional. There is, no continuity"
of communication lietWeen iiiivignal; in these fields
and their colleagues in the 'ayts,lumdilities, and so-

science the assisted research progiams mould
ha% e been better had the -.other culture" beeti a par-
ticipant and contributor. We -are now making two
efforts to gain attention in.the arts, humanities, and

sciences, in the hope that once that attention
is achieved, persons in these fields will be more
readily attracted to multidisciplinary research
teams. We are funding the development of a course

, on **wilderness and the technological mind" which
will be part of our Science, Technology and Society
series and will be taught by four faculty members:
a biologist, a sociologist, a philosopher, and a psy-
,Ootogist. A recent planning conference built around
the of historian Dr. Roderick Nash achieved an
excellent dialogue among people from as many difr
ferent scholarly fields, including science and tech-
nology. Not only are we achieving a faculty dialogue,
but the results'of that dialogue will be transmitted
to students in a formal.qourse.

A 'tie(iOn4 effort,consists of support to the Depart-
ment of Art to develop a multi-media environmental
presentation. We are confident the 'presentation it-
self will he exciting and will provide quite another
dimeion to environmental education; but the
major, purpose of the project is tolling ,the attention
of people in the arts to their role in environmental
education and to bring them into close commtmica-
ion with persons'in the fields of humanities,.social
sci4nces, sciences, and technologies.

OEQP has had some success, and we think it
has, that success is based on two :important items:
the visibility and support for environmental affairs
provided by the central administration in establish-
ing the Office where it is and in giving it such free-

ranging abilities; and the availability of funds from
the Foundaiipn to support activities in areas where
the director had encouraged_ faculty interest. We
called this the "Director's Discretionary Fund" and it
allowed us to `.`put your money where your mouth is."

Universities rarely allow such discretion to any
but the most senior officers. If the director has any
feeling of personal accomplishment and happiness
it is in looking back at those now established activi-
ties which clearly would not' exist gad our Office
not existed.

'14
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Tiff INSTITUTE
FOR

ENVIRONMENTAL
QUA-UTY

at the
UNIVERSITY OF

MICHIGAN
Dr. A. Geoffrey Norman

Direct Or, Institute for Environmental Qua lip

. WHAT IS THE ENVIRONMENT?
"Environment,"literally, ,"that which surrounds,"

includes all conditions and stimuli that affect human
life, whether natural or man-made, whether man is
'aware of them or not. Until very recently in human
history, mail lacked the technological and social
mans of altering his natural environment in ways
that could produce dangerous and far-reaching side-.
effects. During the past century, and particularly
during the past fifty years, the developipent and un-
witting application of these means has prOduced
some of those effet4.1Twenty, years ago, a few scien-
tists were warning of ecological dangers inherent in
the productive and consumptive activities of a rela.
Lively unrestricted technocracy. Today 'almost every
citizen is aware that almost all aspects of his total
environmentnatural, biophysical, sociopolitical,
aesthetic ..have been deteriorating at an unprece-
dented rate, and that immediate and sophisticated
action is required to halt and where possible to re-
verse this process.

How is a Quality Environment Defined?
Judgments of environmental quality are individu-

ally subjective, though ultimately objective in a bio-
logical' sense. A 'problem of environmental,quality is
said to exist when ou,r view of actual con,ditiQns does
not confdrm to our view of what they should be. Our
view of what they should be derives, from an aware-
ness of what may endanger our physical, social, or
cultural wellbeing. Our recognition of these threats
depends upon our capacity to perceive, measure, and
evaltate"them. Yet whether or not a dangerous form
of pollution or deteriOriition is recognized, it is an
objective threat. Part of the current social ,anxiety
about environments uality stems- from a wide-
spread' feeling that these as-yet-unperceived effects
of a deteriorated .environment may be more serious
than those already'discovered. This - anxiety is gom-
pounded by a feeling that, existing social ands politi-

- cal institutions are not responsive enough, to cope'
effectively ' with existing environmental problems.
The Institute supports activities aimed at finty
solutions for all of these problem's social and
tutional, as well as scientifie' and technological.

WHY AN INSTITUTE FOR
ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY ?'

The Institute assists in focusing the resources Of
the university on complex problems associated with

25
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unift3zafournAtufal- And- soeio
cultural environment. It does this :by encouraging.
and supporting multidisciplinary teaching, research,
ana service activities designed to provide answers.
to a two-part question: How might currea'and future

' probler& of environmental quality be Solved, and
how can the scientific, technological, educational,
Legal, political, economic, and social forces essential
to such changbe marskaled?

$ .

How is the InstitutejOrganized?
The Institute was established by.the Regents in

March 1970.with funds provided by. The 'llocke-
fellerFoundation. Its purpose is to provide initial
support fOr scholars and students interested in newinterested

\and interdisciplinary approaches to environmental,
tobleins. Its director is assisted by a Policy Commit"-
tee composed of the vice - presidents fOr ,Aeadefnic
Affairs and Research and the deans of the several
schools and colleges with programs relating to envi-
ronmental quality. 'C-Aidance is provided by-an
Advisory Committee' com'poSed of nine faculty,.

,

members and 'fold ,graduate students. Academic
units currently represented by members of the Ad-
visory Cominittee include Natural Resources, Elec..'
trical' Engineeriiii Industrial' and Environmental

Psychology, a.nd Urba' n Pla ng. Through rotation

Healy, Zoology, Physiology'. mospheric,Sciences,

there is wide involvement of nnits with ea"' ronnien-
tally oriented activitiestndlinteresis. The directoris
appointed by the Regentsupon tecommendation by
the president. . .

,- :. .
What Kindsof Support

,,

DoeS the Institute Provide?

tence. For example, candidates whose studies com-
bine law, political science, economics, research
planning, or engineering with studieS in the natural,
biological, physical, ecological, or social sciences
alie given preference, although no discipline is ex-
cluded a priori. Most Fellows are candidates for the
doctorate or another professional degree, although
especially well-qualified first-year graduate students/
are not 'excluded from cofiside'ration. Most Fellows
are alie4dy University of Michigan students, but
they may be from other universities and may be
fOreign srudent. The, overridinicriterion is the rel-
evance of the student's proposed program to iinpor-
tant problems of enviigumental

-

Institute Support for FacUlt1 Research Projects
The Institute provides grants, or research efforts

that relate to or underlie prblemsOf environmental,
(pain), and particularly for projects that are inno-
%ative -dr involve new- .disciplinary alliances. The'
grants are of the nature of "seed money" so that new
deas strategies can be adegliately tested or suffi-
ei ata accumulated to make feasible a proposaT

extended funding from other sources. Included
Auld be efforts to develop interdisciplinary par:
ticipatico, or to apply new. techniques to environ-
mental problems,' and studies actions that might
be faken on the basis of analyses of social, political,
economic, legal, and other conditions. Projects that
provide opportunities for student involvement are
given some preference. Ithe four years since 1970,
tW'enty-nine faculty research proleets have been
funded by the Institute at an average figure of about

' .$7,000.
, -

In general, the Institute does not support planning
efforts for nelv courses, symposia, or.eurriculum
developmerh, although it can prcAride other kinds of
help. Nor, does the Institute provide support for

- ---

-,laboratory and 'othei equipment, except in special
cases. Al hough projects'irnolvin eerta i n kinds,ofi

eins...p..rwiike_s_data sygt tineys,,a I in4nitoring of
physical and oth r conditions on a broad geographic

'scale a re.very important activities in the field ofenvi-
ronmental quality, 'these activities usually require
continuing operations best 'conducted by public
agencies or private enterprise. Research supported
by the Institute can play a useful. role by.analyzing
existing' coniiitions and recomniending to goyern
nent and private "agencies certai o needed

4ieseai'cii a. nd. action. Tit statue, has no formal
deadliu&s or f.ormat fOr applications for research"
support..--

In keeping with the obj4.tive of stimulating inter-.
d ivAti6, including both training and
reseaichinfillAls.basic to man's understanding ofIthe
eircirontihkt Tig the maintenance of environmental,
luality, the tqstitute grants fellowships for highly

;qualified adquced student, provides some initial.
runding for research projects of faculty and stu:
dents, and catal)tes the assembly of research gioups
responsive to external funding oltortunities.

' ' .,..
Institu te Fellowships

The Institute awards _one-year 'graduate "fellowt,
'ships, renewable for.7fiot more than two additienal
ye'ars.'In, the four years since 1970,' thirty-one stti-i
dents have received'fellowsltij s to support sttid...ies
adiv er;ity of .fields.15referfnee is, giVen to students
whose studies combine tWe or,more areas ofieompe-

r



Other Institute Activities
The Institute is charged with fostering activities in

the university that bear on environmental quality;
Other than administering the programs described in
the previous sections, its role is ogre of catalysis and
coordination. Federal agencies and other sponsors
of research are increasingly focusing their attention
and support on the solution of problems relating to
the environment, and to satisfying w hat are perceived
as national needs in the environmental field. It is
still true that the universities are the prime-per-
formers of basic research and,of much of the applied
research in this country. To respond to the new op-

porton ities, research groups of somewhat larger size
with diverse disciplinary competencies are required.
The Institute develops such groups and, when 4c-
rsitt. ry, acts as the administrative unit for their
activitie4; Additionally, it fosters student-initiated
projects ot, 'relatively short duration, such as the
review of lint policy or the thrust of law in con-
temporarytemporary environment problems, and the involve-
ment of .atudent group's in the collection of data
bearing on local environmental issue.

TI e university has great strengths in many fields
that are Jpportive of or basic to knowledge abont
the biosphere and the changes impressed upon it.
These 'strengths have not b7a brought together ad-
ministratively to form a new school or coll9ge be-
cause lo do so might weaken existing professional
proganis: Course offerings and curricula structures,
therefore, are the 'responsibilities of the schools and
colleges, but the Institute can be helpful in their
formulation and modification.

More specific examination of the Institute's func-
tions may be made under its three major conceEns:

(1) fellowships for graduate students withcareer
motivation or research topic requiring inter-

,. disciplind'ry work

( 2) faculty-student research grants for innovative
projects
assistance in the acquisitidn of new faculty(3)

Fellowship Program for Graduate Students
Most predoctoral fellowship awards are closely

tied to 4isciplinay -or department interests. Stu-
dents wishing to pursue, a career in the field of the
environment and desiring to prepare themselves to
address problems relating to environmental quality
haye generally net received fellowship awards;
Moreover there may be for them academic'penarties,

N.;

inasmuch as the:requirements of interdisciplinary
Keparation may be more numerous than in conven-
tional fields. The predoctoral years may be length-
ened'', even though the graduate school has been
liberal in approving individually tailored programs
developed by a faculty committee essentially selec-
ted by the student as covering his or her interests.

The availability of a small number of fellowships
for, predoctoral interdisciplinary environmental
studies generated -a substantial number of strong
applicantS. Ter fellowships were awarded for the
1970-71 year. This figure was increased to a total of
20 for 1971-72 and to 21 in 1972-7.3, new ap-
pointments being made as replacements for those
completing their studies. In the 1973-74 year, there
were no new starts, but 14 appointments were con-
tinued. Over the four-year period the total number
of individuals supported has been 31. To .date 14
have received the Ph.D. degree, 1 J.D. and M.S.
(Resource' Economics) concurrently, 1 Master
Urban Planning. Ten more will complete the doc-
to',rate requirements in 1974-75.

In order to ensure quality control' the fellowship
application and primary selection process has been
havklled by the.Fellowship Office of the H. H. Rack-
ham School of Graduati Studies. The basic fellow-,
ship conditions are essentially those applicable to
the National Science Foundation and National Insti-
tutes of Health fellowship program's. The final selec,
tion takes into account the particular program bf
interdisciplihary studies which the student elect. to
'pursue, his or her career objectives and some assess-
ment of the strength of commitment to that goal.

The fellowship program' is now in its fourth year..
There was clearly a need for the opportunity which ,

these fellitAships provide and th have come to be
regarded as The first source of suppor to be turned
to by graduate students with environme al interests.
Theie is a measure of self-selection in the decision,
to apply. -This and stiff competition has resulted in
the appointment of an unumally able group of
young people. It can be predicted .vith confidence
thiit many of these students will move into position's
that will utilize directly the environmentally-oriented
trainitig-which they have received. A university
serves society by ensuring the production of, men
and women trained as well as we know how to meet
the requirements of the world in which they will live
their proSessional lives. This program is Airectly
aiding the university to enlargelhe flow and improve

.the training of specialists in fields that relate to the
quality of man's environment.

. -
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problems in the physical or biological sciences.
Nut n11 the projects were successful a some -at least

have opened up new developments and some of these
hate teceived continued funding. Grants totaling
almost fuuritimes the Foundation. funds.allocated to
the internal awns program have already been re-

C.

ceiv ed and more hill tollow. It is, however, a fair
comment that'. despite the recognition of the promi-
nence of environmental issues in our national life
theierhas not been .commensurate increase in re-

.
seaich fundrelating to environmental quality. The
NSF -RANK awards are mostly large and circum-
scribed; EPA support tends to be directed towards:
regulatory aspects. Other 'agencies do not seem to
have movecl.toward increased funding of academi-
cally -based,,environmentaIly-directed research. ,

As for the student-focused projects, one can only
sa) that these were supported as being of educa-
tional value and pro' iding worthwhile opportuni-
ties for individuals who have a deep commitment to
environmental issues. It is unlikely. that any of these
projects could Have been supported from university
funds. The relatively modest total expenditure in
this categorY.was, therefore, especially valued.

In conclusion, the judgment at this time would be
that the availability of 'limited internally-awarded
support for environmentally-related studies has
stimulated faculty Sand. ,student activities, has re-
suited in cooperative interdisciplinary work and

'already has had some successes in terms of new
funds granted.

:Acquisition of New Faculty , .

, In 1970 the university.expected to add within the
next few years a number of new faculty positiOni in
fields relating to the environment, and particularly
in interdisciplinary areas using Foundation funding
on a declining support basis. Subsequer university
budgets have contained no incremental monies for
nei appointments in .this area and made forward
commitment's for pick-up of salaries .difficult. The
following additions to:the faculty have been made
with the grant funds.;
...fervid M.

,

cate.;=prOiessor of Botany and direc-
,IOi- of University ail' Michigan biological .Station,

Faculty-Sydent Research Grants Program .

Although the university has limited discretickna
funds to-initiate new re--garch activities by-faculty
and students the total available has been far short of
the needs in an institution v ith'a large and dies
research enterprise. Dcignation of a portion of the
Foundation g'iant for this purpose has made.it pos
sible to give more attention to,,the fostering of re-
search on env ironmentally related problems.and to
aid some faculty members to move their efforts to
:this field. Erivironmental problems are inhe'rently
complex and often call for a team approach. Proj-
ects that involved new disciplinary alliances °I-in-
novative but untested approaches were given some
preference. The projects supported were not expected
tcobe completed investigations. 'Rather they vvere to
be carried far enough tb establish the validity and`
promise of the research strategy prdposea. in a real
sense these funds were therefore regarded as seed

tmonies in the e,xpe'ctation that continued funding
`would come subsequently from other sources. In
determining projects to be supported, preference
was given to those involving students as participants.
However these grants were not intended to support
dissertation studies. Proposals were subjected to
internal reviett by two or three peers generally
knowledgeable in the field, withthe final decisions

.being madely the director. The average grant was
about, $7,000, in each case expenditures being made

-in 'conformity with an internal budget. No academic
year faculty salaiies could be charged.

A number of student- initiated projects that would
,her individual or community interests and atthe

same time enhance student training or experience*
were also funded,using rather different Criteria,
These were developed with faculty advice but not
necessarily close super ision. Most of these bad
modest funding with an average otabOut $2,300.

Assessment of the effectiveness of an internal
grant program can be made in a variety of ways.
'Viewed as riskiapital v entures, one can look for the
subsequent funding from other sources, or one can
look at fechnicai papers published, but neither of
these necessarily measures the influence n the in-.
dividuals involved, particularly the stu ents.* To'
them, especially, there is the demonstra ion that
alleviation, solution, or management, of environ-
mental problems depends on the understanding of
the phenomena or principles involved, and that
much env ironmentall) -oritnted research does not

differ in this respect from ?lost basic and applied

,.

Gat :is basically an enironmental
physiologist "concemeci w ith -the 'energy balance in
plants and ecOsysteins, for a number,of years direc-
tor of the Miiissouri Botanicaitargen. Dr. Gates'is a
distinguished scientist, a member Of the National

asScieilce,Board; and until recently Chairman of the

(IQ
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Environmental Sciences Board pi ibe_ N4t.ismal
Academies of Science and Engineering. Alihogh
his appointment was iri part a replacement, the tier-

*al aspects were such that it could not have n

.complished without a substantial phase-in over a
three-year period from grant funds. Dr. Gates has
a multi-faceted res6tch pro'gram, under W"ay on
9.mpus and at the Biologictil Station.

Rolf H. OrilliamsAssistant Professor of
Physics 1970H)r., Williatirs came front the Na-
tional Omer for Atmospheric Research ontl the
University of Colorado as a theoretical physicist
concerned w ith physical aspects of environmental
questions. He has developed courses on energy con-
version, energy needs, and environmental therm°.
dynamts, has prepa'red a book on the subject of
energy, and,currently is on leave in Washington as
a member:of the group working on the national en-
ergy problem under Ford .foundation funding.

Donald H. StedmanAssistant Professor of
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and Oc is Sciences, 1972Dr. Stedman is a
phy skaTchemist edircateditat Canthridge and Feast

'Anglia in England. and recently eniploy ed as Senior.,
Research Scientist by the Ford Motor Comppy.
After a y ear on campus as Vi. ting Professor-11Q was
given a faculty appointment He teaches courses on
the kinetics Of gases and the analysis of components
of the atmosphere. He has brought together a group
in atmosphericv chemistry and bas s'abstantial re-' .

search funding, including most recently work on the
anticipated effects of space shuttle launches.

George F. EstabrookAssistant Professor of
Botany, 1971Dr. Estabrook is a specialist in the
application of mathematical and computer tech-
niques to biological and "ecological problems. He

as brought to the campus in 1970-71 from the
University of Colorado with grant funds, but his
continuing appointment did not involve further
grant support.
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Th'e rugged beauty of the Trawl( h Front is a talizable natural resource. Its management is of great concern to Rocky Mountain
region citizens. Beloit. eater resource limitations are a critical /actor in grouch and development of western resources.
In this region, natural forces often shape the environment in dramatic fashion.
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THE
ENViRONMENT.

AND MAN
PROGRAM.

at the
( *MPH STATE

UNIVERSITY
Dr. Cyrus M. Mc Kell

Director, Environment and Man Program,

A three-year grant by the Rockefeller Foundation
to Utah State University effective January 1, 1971,
funded the university-wide Environment and Man
Program. The program prrided the faculty, staff,
and student body with an interdisciplinary research -

'ancf educational opportunity to study environmental
problems in Utah and the Rocky Mountain Region,
with experts from outside the university.

A program' director was selected by the Dean's
Council. To advise the director on kolicy matters, a
Steering Committee, consisting of faculty members
and students from various colleges and disciplines,
was also established. Selection of colloquia topics,
program thrusts, and guidelines for research and
program efforts were the major responsibility of the
policy body. Later, additional' staff were added on a
part-time basis to implement program policies and
activities.

The program developed processes to. stimulate
university -wide interdisciptinary, cooperation, espe-
cially between the social sciences, humanities, and
natural sciences. , Major, environmentally-related
problem areas were examined in interdisciplinary
colloquia, consistirV of USU faculty and students
and experts from outside the university*,

THE PROGRAM AT USU
The broad purposes of colloquia were: to criti-

cally examine all aspects* of the designated problem
area, especially in, its relationship to the Rocky,
Mountain Region; to determine, the state of knowl-
edge in the problem area; to identify aspects of the
problem area in -which knowledge, was inadequate;
to make recommendations for further research stud-
ies, and for public service and educational pro-
grams; to provide opportunities for university staff
and students to meet and interact with state and fed-

.
eral agency officials, elected officials, and concerned,
citizens regarding environmental problems; and to.
select specifically those areas needing further re-
search,

.

public service, or education for which Utah
State University had the present or potential capa-
bility to undertake and to formulate plans for fol-
low-up activities.

The planning and implementation of colloquia
were directed by interdisciplinaty task forces. Spe-
cific *ed eittiona.1, research, or public service .activi.
ties bad d on recommendations of colloquia wire'
also carried out. by appropriate task forces. All ac-
tivities of the task forces were designed to coordi-
nate with ongoing university programs.11.
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Increased uniity-community cooperation was
a major goal. Efforts *ere made to stimulate uni-
versity research, education,, and ,public, service
needed ;by various groups in the state and regional
communityespecially local,' state, and federal,
government rnti,tie*who were either significantly
affected by program efforts or who were potential
users of research findings.

The university was not adeqwely stalled in some
areas of the social sciences, hunenities, and educa-
tion for effective interdisciplinary participation.
Support for two full-time facilty, members was Pros
vided for the purpose-of developing greater strength
in these ttreas.

.

, ADMINISTRATION

A committee of Deans selected 3Dr. .Cyrus M.
McKell, Range Science Department Head, as pro-
gram' director. Teadvise .in program development
and provide liaison between the program and col
lege deans and university staff and students, a Steer-
ing Committee of fourteen members was appointed.
The faculty members were appointed on the basis
Of individual interest and university-wide represen-
tation. Student members were selected on their let-
ters, of interest and potential for contributing to
program objectives. Meetings were held every two
weeks except during the summer. Two extended
planning workshops were held,by the Steering Corn-
mittee to define broad program objectives.

Major program activities were assigned ,to inter-
disciplinary task foie;: Planning of colloquia, fol-
low-through activities, and research propoial devel-
opment. As the program progressed a need devel-
oped for additional part-time staff assistance. A.
Berry Crawford, Associate Head and Associate
Professor of Philosophy, was appointed to direct
and coordinate task force research activities. Don-
nie_ H. Grimsley, an attorney and Assistant Profes-
sor in the &lege of Natural Resources, was as-
signed to stimulate student involvement and to co-

ordinate efforts involving groups in the community.

PROGRAMS DEVELOPED TO STIMULATE
INTERDISCIPLINARY FACULTY AND

STUMNT INVOLVEMENT

Colloquia ...:" . .

Under the direction of interdiscipli(iary task,
forces, five major colloquia were held on the fol-
lowing problem areas confronting the Rocky Moun-
tain'Region: Land Use Planning, Policy Formula-
tion in ,Energi Resources Development,. Human.

. .

Values as related to Energy Consumption, Environ-
mental Management in the Colorado River Basin,
and Solid Waste-Management. A number of special-
ized seminars, vi ere also sponsored such as: Solid
Waste Management, Silviculture for Improving En-
vironmental Quality in Communities and Recreation
Areas, Environmental Law, Environmental Eduoa-

, tion, and the National Environmental Protection"
Act. The colloquia served as an effective vehicle for'
group anarysis of problems. Each colloquium at-
tempted to analyze thoroughly the issue under con-
Sideration, determine the 'existing knowledge base,
identify areas needing more research and study,
and make recommendations for further research, or
action. Task Forces determined those research and
program areas which Utah State University had the
capability to undertake or where the capability
could be developed. These resulted in s6ecifie re-
search, educational, and public service efforts.
Through the involvement and contacts with national,
state, ankl local participants in the colloquia impor-
tant long-term benefits are expected to result.

Research -

1. Competitive Mini-Grant Piogram
Research as a means of stimulating the involve.

ment of faculty and students has been a major focus
of the program. Competitive research grants- tdta
ing $40,000 ennually.lave been awarded. t he
163 proposals which were submitted over a three-,
year period, 42 were selected for funding. These
grants ranged from $1,500 for undergraduates to
$5,000 for faculty. Criteria useded in selecting pro-
posals were: the prosed research should provide
an environmental,value to,society and be consistent
with the mission of the university; the research pros

.pOsed should have an interdisciplinary approach;
the project leaders should define a receptive audi-
ence for the research and furnish letters of support
from community leaders or ageticy officials who
would cooperate and implement its findings; and
the research could generate follow-up research pro-
posals.

Proposals were reviewed by a designated group
of faculty members and a student. Based upon rec-
ommendations of the reviewers, the Steering Com-
mittee selected e proposals to be funded. Gener-
ally, one year wa funded for researeh.

2. Grants Ma e on Application
Two major in twere awarded by the Steering

Committee on; .plication. A grant for $24,120:
funded the development of a statistical survey me,tit. .

IP
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-odology for determining public opinion on environ-
mental" problems confronting Ctah. Tins project Was
directed by faculty members from the bepartmenl
of-Sociology with staff members from other disci-
plines serving as consultants.

An initial effort to develop a model of the Great
Salt Lake received $10,000. Directed by the Utah

`Water Research Laboratory located at USU, this
effort has received subsequent funding hy, the Office
of Water Research.

3. Research Proposal Preparation Support
AsSistance vv:aS provided for the preparation of

research proposals for external .1tunding. These ef-
forts resulted in a $50,000 grant from the Env iron-

mental Protection Agency to assess the usefulness
othe concept of carrying capacity as a tool in com-

i,prehensive,regional planning. A follow-up grant of
$100,000 to Utah State University and the Office of
the State Planning Coordinator has been approved
by the Environmental Protection Agency. The Na-
tional Science Foundation provided 830,900 for a

three-week ivorkshop on Inadvertent Weather Modi-
fication. The National Endowment for the Humani:
ties awarded the College of Humanities, Arts, and
Social Sciences $150,000 for a four-year teaching
program on hi an values. The Utah Department of
Community Affairs provided a matching grant of
$7,500 to conduct regional workshops in land uk
planning. Other proposals have been submitted for
funding and many more are in preparation.

Staff &ippon
As suggested iv the proposal to The Rockefeller

Foundation, budgetary support was extended to the
social sciences, humanities, and education as a
Means of strengthening the participation of those
disciplines in interdisciplinary efforts. Staff sup-
port was primarily given to Political Science and
Sociology faculty, secondarily to the Colleges' of
Natural Resources and'Engineering. Stiff receiving
a portion of their support from the program changed
As task force activiities and the program's require-
ments changed. Support-was also given to staff mem-
bers involved in special short-term projects under

4

task force direction.

Programs to Involve Undergraduate
Students

Sev&I programs were established for achieving
a meaningful involvement of undergraduate Stu-
dents during the course of the program. Undergrad-
uates participated minimally in the competitive

mini-grant research awards. Since only eight propo-
.

sals were selected Tor I unding, addituinal programs
were developed to better respond to the undergrad-
date needs and interests. One of these, an Environ-
mental Action Grant Program, proyfged small
amounts of funds to undergraduates izir groups of
undergraduates on the basis of a brief application.
A panel of two facultyamemhers and two students
reviewed applications ,and,recommended awards.

An Environinental Internship Program provided
for constructive environmentally- related 14prk ex-
perience for ten junior and senior students during
the summer of 1973 in government agencies or other 4
organization* clearing with environmental problems:

The Environmental Studies Program, a multidis,
ciplinary curriculum leading to a Bachelor's de-.
gree, was approved by the Utah State Higher Board
of Education in 1972. The Environment and Man
Program helped to develop this degree program
which now has nearly fifty students.

To increase the awareness of the natural environ-
ment among students, the Environment and Man
Program cooperated in the initiation, of the Outdoor
Program Vith the Associated Students. The Outdoor
Program rents equipment and provides programs
affoqing students opportunities to enjoy arid learn
about the natural environment. Interest in the pro-.
gram has been sufficient to generate funds, to the
degree that it is now self-supporting.

Education and Public Service,Efforts.
In addition to the public service and educational

opportunities provided through research, colloquia
and student programs, special educational projects
were co-sponsored by the program and the univer-
sity Extension Service.' -

LAND USE PLANNING

The p'rogram's activities in its most intensive task
fOrce, Land Use Planning, illustrate how colloquia,
research, and community service were integrated.
into a major program thrust. These efforts signifi-
cantly aided in the passage of new land use planning
legislation by the State of Utah that had failed to'
pass in the.previous two years.

Land Use Planning Colloquium
Land use was the first major envilonmental Prob.,

tem areito he selected for study by the Environment
and Man Program. A colloquium on land use plan-
ning was held during the fall of 1971 under tht task
force chairmanship of Dean Thadis BOx.
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The colloquium had several objectives: to docu-
ment the 'nature of land use problems hi Utah and
the Rocky Mountain Region; to develop principles
and practices for,proper land use planning in Utah;-
and to inform elected officials and the public
throughout the state on the nature of land use ptob-
lems and.possible methods to resolve them.

Land Use Studies

One of the most serious land* use problems in
Utah as well as the entire Rocky Mountain Region
is the rapid development of recreational second-
home subdivisions in unincorporated areas. Two
major mini -grant studies of this problem were initi-
ated by giadunte students under the direction `of
qualified faculty: Donald MacPherson, a land *eco-

' nomics graduate student, studied the impact of rec-
reational second-home shbdivisions to determine the
external costs to local government. James Thompson,
a graduate student in business administratiOn, con-
ducted a case study ci a subdivision to determine the
external costs to local government when subdivi-
sions are developed in unincorporated areas of -a
County.

The 'program assisted the Bureau of Community
DeVelopment at the University Of Utali in publishing
a detailed report of subdivision activity in nine Utah.
counties. The report .pointed tout critical problems
faced by some small rural Utah counties Caused by
an increasing demand for public cervices by recrea-
tional subdivision owners. One small and sparsely
populated Utah county has had forty-three subdivi-
sions platted since 1962 and over 100 miles of roads
have been dedicated to pUblic use, although the
county cannot afford to accept the dedication. ,

A number of activities have been undertaken to
establish principles and practices for land use. "Re-
tention of Open Space Between Gateway Communi-
ties" is the nameof a study conducted by a land-
scape architecture student, M. J. Paulson. Using the
Logan-Smithfield' highways as the research area, the
study, jointly funded by both cities and the county,
has been a powerful tool fOr the Cache County plan-
ning commission. Governments in other areas of the
nation have requested copies of the study report to
use as a guide in coping, with their own,open space
problems. Methodologies and considerations in-

volved in establishing bicycle pathways, a study
conducted by John Thompson, a graduate student in
business administration, also resulted in a much
sought after report.

Land Use Planning Workshops
Following the land use planning colloquium, a

series-bf land use planning workshops were initiated
throughotit Utah. The workshops were designed to
train local community leaders, both governmental
and civic, in the fundamental considerations in-
volved in wise land use planning. Matching funds
to support the workshops were provided by the State
Departinent of Community Affairs. Cooperating in
sponsoring the workshops were the Utah State
University Extension Service, the Utah Rural Devel-
opment Committee, and the United States Soil Con-
servation Service.

An interdisciplinary task force met for two days
in September 1972, to establish the focus of the
workshops and to develop educational materials. A
workbook was gesigneff as an involvement-stimula-
tor emphasizing two of' the fundamental aspects of
the land use planning process: estaklishment of
community goals; and developing natural resources
inventories and criteria for land use.

A companion publication, 4,`The -Heber Valley
Story," related the successful efforts made in Wa-
satch County, Utah, to involve a-broad spectrum of
citizens in determining the county's problems, fu-,
ture goals; and policies.

Severdand use planning workshopi were heldo--
one in each of Utah's multi-counly planning dis-
tricts. Workshops were also staged for the State
Legislature, the Bear Lake Bi-State Commission,
'and the Utah Environment Council.

Two months prior to a workshop, meetings were
held with the executive direetor and chairman of
each multi-county planning district and the relevant
university extension coordinators. Several weeks
later, the teaching team met with county commis-
sioners and local goverarnent leaders. In these meet-
ings, the purpose and scope of the workshops were
discussed, and Iiind use problems in their areas were
. identified.

Other Educational and Public Service
Programs in Land Use Planning

Many educational efforts have been stimulated by
the workshops. A program was developed with the
State Board of Education to teach a unit on land
use planning in a number of the state secondary
schools during the 1973.74 school year. Under the
direction of university faculty members, science and
social science school ciirriculuni advisers were
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trained to develop teaching units in land use. An
estimated 1,000 students were taught some of the
basic ideas in land use pladpaing during the 1973-74
school year.- .

At the request of Senator Carl Petterson, chair-
man of the Natural Resources SubCommittee of the
Utah State Legislature, Don °rims ley, attorney and
assistant director of the Environment and Man. Pro-
gram, was temporarily assigned to work as adviser
to that SubCommittee to develop land use legisla-
tion.

Regional Land Use Activities
The Environment and Man Program stimulated a

number of regional activities, primarily ih
use-related areas. The Environmental Studies Divi-
sion of EPA funded a study to examine the useful-
ness of "carrying capacity" as a concept in compre-
hensive regional planning.

In October 1973, the Colorado River Basin EnviN
ronmental Management Conference, organized by
Berry CravvIord and Dean F. Peterson, examined
management and resource allocation problems in
the Colorado Rier Basin. Approximately 156 pol-

Makers and educators attended, representing
state and federal agencies, regional federation,U.S.
Congress, state legislatures, environmental research
units, Mexico, business and industry, universities,
and citizen groups. John Busterud, Council on Envii-

ronmental Quality, headed the list of noted authori-
ties who gave presentations.

The Environment and Man Program has teen
instrumental in stimulating the development of
methodologies to measure attitudes in regard to land
use and other environmental problems. A pilot
study was made in southern Utah in 1971 under the
direction okStan Albrecht and Bruce Bylund of the
Department of Sociology, to determine attitudes of
the citizens in regard to coal -fired power plant siting
in the area. Subsequently, major program support
was provided to the Department of Sociology to de,
velop a survey methodology to monitor environmen-
tal attitude changes in Utah. Public attitudes on
land use planning were the subject of the initial
stay conducted in the fall of 1973. Results of this
study were published and provided to the Legisla-,
tive Council for distri6ufion to the State Legislators
just prior to the 1971 legislative session'. Copies-
%%,were also given to county commissioners and state
officials. This study reportedly had a positive effect
on the decision of the lawmakers to pass the land
use legislation.

A CRITICiL ANALYSIS OF THE
ENVIRONMENT AND MAN PRPGRA141

Steering Committee
11531-11ng the initial year, 'the Steering Committee

advised on goals and policy by debating philosophi-
cal issues. The intense conflicts which were gener-
ated gave rise to innovative idea's, one of 'which was
the lues debate. After programAirections were
set nd several key members (dardnei, $tokes,
Steel, and Lyon) left the steering Comrtittee, little
intense debate occurred. For the final year,:the
Steering Committee acted mainly as a reviewer of
program administration recommendations. Should
the role of the Steering Committee have been rede -

fined?

Mini-, Grants .

Mast of the Mileage came froin graduate students.
This Is 'probably because most were motivated to
perform with excellence on a thesis project and be-
cause they were supervised by experienced profls-
sionals. Some projects were parallel with major
'program thrusts while others bore no relation.
Should only those 'projects with a relationship have
been funded in order to save money or was the stim-.
ulation in other area worth it in terms of partici-
pation and graduate student training?

Several plausible reasons might be given for the
lack of Mini-grant response to undergraduate stu-
dents.:_their relative lack of academic tools to per-
form research; inadequacy of Supervision; and the
general lack of incentives for undergraduates to
perform research.Some staff members maintain that
perhaps the internship program and the student ac-
tion program offered a better opportunity for under-
graduate participation.

Research Proposal Preparation
_ Although the preparation of proposals ,was
major program goal, it was a logical extension of
goals. We contributed the most to propOsal prepara-
tion under two situations: when someone with an
innovative idea convinced us of its value; anEl when
one of our staff members found time to advance an
idea. Failure of some projects to live up to our
expectations was a disappointment, and a timely
shift of funds to other staff members was difficult to
accomplish since o -year commitments were usu-
ally made to depart nts. One or two of the depart-
ments receiving support apparently channeled the

not a
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additional funds to serve its own needs rather than
to support the objectives of the Environment and
Man Program.

Colloquia
The colloquia clearly had a major ;mod on cre'

ating over-all campus awareness and provided a new
thrnst to the university. Extensive new contacts and
working relationships were created through the col-
loquia with persons outside the university. One dis-
appointment was the lack of widespread faculty
participation. We learned as we moved along who

'the real workers and innovators were.

Public Service
Best results in the area'of public service came as

a result of the commitment of full-time Program
and extension staff. We found it easier to attract
public attention with timely topics such as energy
utilizatic'm and land-use )planning.

Energy Resources Conference
The most valuable part of this conference was the

esta ishment of contacts throughout the region And
th university's opportunity to take regional leader.'
s p on environmental problems *related to energy
supply and application. The conference impact on
policy formation was negligible because -govern-
ment and industry Were not involved in the confer-
ence. The lesson learned here is that you must ac-
tively' involve those you desire to-influence. This is
probably the most signifi calit lesson the university
should learn from the EnvIrriVent and Man Pro-,
gram: You cannot go it alone with programs of this
magnitude and expeot to n'iake any impact on local,
state, oriederal policy.

WASTE MANAGEMENT

The colloquia on Waste Management, Regional
Energy Resources Developments and Human Values

, and the Environment have had a similar, although
lesser impact on university, state, and regional

'Overall Impact on the University
There is no question that the Environment and .

Man Program has had a significant impact on tile
university. The university's image, already. strong
in natural resources, agriculture, water resources,
and ecology, has been strengthened by the interdis,
.ciplinary approaches that have been brought to bear
on these disciplines. How much and how long the
impaCt will extend is hard to'l--)redi"ct. Funding for a
longer period would undoubtedly provide assurance
of greater assimilation within the whole university
fabric. Even so, the major programs in ,land use
planning, energy resources decision making, values,
and solid waste nnagement are actively being con-
tinged.

,levels.

A major proposal on waste management was pre-
pared in 1972 under the leadership of A. Berry
Crawford and Dean F. Peterson. Although not
funded, this,proiOsal received a careful and lengthy
review by the lqtional Science Foundation.

More recently, the task force presented a proposal
to the Environmental Protection Agency for a feasi-
bility study of solid waste management in the rural
six-county area of central Utah.

An interdisCiplinary team of university faculty
operating under a grant from the Environment and
Man Program end additional funds from the Cache
County Commission, developed a Solid Waste tol-
lectio and Disposal Program for the .county. The
progr has been widely acclaimed and is now be-
ing plemented in the county. A series of work:
shop have b en initiated in cooperation, with the
State o h Department of Health to stimulate
similar programs in other rural Utah counties.

REGIONAL ENERGY RESOURCES
DEVELOPMENT

Energy 'resources development is ...A regionwide
problem, mostly because it rests upoh a federal land
use policy and a water allocation system that.tran-
scends parochial boundaries. Nonetheless, energy
policy is fragmented and often proceeds ineffec-
tively because of poor coordination among states,
counties,' private businesses, and federal govern-

,
inent agencies.

Better coordination may be the key to better en-'
ergy policies. It ,was felt that the piogram could
Perform this important function. The. En% ironment
and Man Program, therefore, worked with nine In-
termountain universities to hold a conference on
principles of energy resources development. A f
low-up conference was immediately held, dealing
with "Utah Problems of Energy Resources Develop-
ment." Shortly thereafter an afternoon session of the
Intermountain Section of the Geological Society in
Laramie, Wyoming featured problems of strip min-
ing to obtain energy resources in that state. The
program joiniTy sponsored a conference with the
Colorado School of Mines in December 1972, ana-
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roblemc of that gate A
conference in rizona is ,f et to be scheduled, but
plans are underway for a program dealing with
Arizona's energy resources. Over 300 each
of the proceedings of the principal energy confer-
ence and of the follow-lip Utah conference were
prepared and distributed to industry leaders and
government officials.

An Energy Task Force.
As a result of the energy conference, an energy

task force was set lip and is currently seeking to
develop' research proposals and programs dealing

ith the energy policy problems. The work of the
task force, directed by, Edward H. Allen, Assistant
Professor of political Science, has concentrated
upon tu o activities.

First, in the program area the task force is organ?
izing energy crisis management workshops that will
be presented to, local officials. The task force has
recently finished a first draft of a hand1/6ok to be
used in these workshops. Thahandbook of some ver-
siop of it may 11. distributed nationwide if current
discussions with the Defense Civil Preparedness
Agency come to fruition.

Second, in ilrea of research the task force has
been involved in developing regionwide interest in
energy policy coordination. The task force is aiding
the organiktion of a regional research group under
the ausices of the Institute of Ecology.

HUMAN VALUES AND ENVIRONMENT

Values are basic to all social interactions includ-
ing activities t, at have immediate as well as indirect
effects on the natural environment. The Values Task
Force was established under the leadership of Jim
Mulder of the Political Science Department to probe
the types of issues and connections thal relate values

to natural environment. The overall objective of the
task force was to investigate mechanisms and proc-
es.es that could increase awareness in people con-
cerning the meaning of their values and their effects
on behavior as related to environmental issues. In
addition; ideas were explored that could lead to the
development of focusing research on specific aspects
of the relationship, between values and environment.

USU Values Parade
It was decided that the values program would be

launched with a debate among well-known person-
alities, focusing on the conflicting values inherent in
energy development and utilization and to be held

in the UR' Spectrum (Asaii,,tewet). This dehate '
attracted approximsately 2,500 people, one of the
largest student-faculty 'audiences for this type of
activity in the history of the university. The debaters,
explored the problem of human values and energy
utilization from four different points of view. Intro-
ducing the debate was former Vice President for
Research, D. W. Thorne. The moderator of the panel
was John Baden of the Political Science Depart-
ment. The debaters were: Milton Weilenmann, Direc-

tor of Development Services,for the State of Utah;
Gary Snyder, an ecological poet and environmental
activist; James Kilpatrick, a noted conse ative syn-
dicated columnist; arid Dick Gregory, a we own
satirist, comedian, and spokesman for human rights.

James Kilpatrick was so impressed with the inter-
action and points of view expressed, as well as the
student response and general university environ-
mental awareness, that he featured the proceedings
of the energy-values debate in his nationally syndi-
cated column.

i

Follow-up Activities
As part of a follow-up strategy, a number of mini=

debates were conducted in each college of the uni-
versity. These (dealt with issues of specific interest
to the colleges and featured public interest repre-
sentatives, business representatives, other citizens'
from the comAnunity, and staff members. Among the
topics considered were problems of economic devel-
opment, wilderness areas, the role of engineers in
environment-related projects, and 'environmental_

education.
it was felt that students attending the debates in-,

creased the level of their understanding of environ-
mental issues, but that they did not gain an aware-
ness of the relationship between values and environ-
mental problems. Thus an ambitious program was
undertaken to involve education, government, busi-
ness, and religious leaders throughout the state in
the examination of value problems. With the sup-
port of the governor, a workshop on family values
was organized that was attended by leaders from
various organizations and government depaZi ents.
Two more workshops are planned one Baling
with educational values and another with environ-
mental values. The objective of the workshops is to
build support for programs that will increase public
awareness of the significance of values to behavior'
relating to the family, education, and the natural
environment. Implementing activities are now un-

"Elvderway.



--Atthesazile iime ututlber -of- facuIty---ropmsont
ing several disciplines worked on a proposal to es-
tablish an innovative educational program dealing
with values and the total environment. The proposal,
entitled "An Integrated Values and Human and Natl._
ural Environment Course Program," was submitted
to the National Endowment for the Humanities; the

,

0

7

tk,

: ! - 1 : : : *versity to
develop the program. The project will enhlinee The
teaching of humEn values iti,several academic areas
at Utah State University and has stimulated the in-
volvement of disciplines .that have heretofore shown
relatively little concern for environment-related
problems.
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The Division of Eniironmental Studies has pras ided ma3portunities for graduate student partici
analysis. Below: The Division is administered with the allege of Agricultural and EnvironMental Sci

, Dean McCalla (right) assists Drs. Myrup and Matthews in program development.
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THE ROLE OFAIIth DIVISION
As an intercollege unthe Division of Environ-

mental Studies is involved in undergraduate and
graduate instruction:, research and public se ice.
The environment and its interaction with socij, is
the broad'subject matter afea central to the interests
and eenceras of the core faculty and, associates of
the diiisIon. We view environmental problems land
their, solution as part of the total spectrum of the
needs of society. Consequently, we feel that our pri-
mary goal is to assist in the reconciliation of the en-
vfronmental, economic, social; and moral impera-
tives which face human society today.

The roles of the Division of EnVironmental Studies
in fhe University of California include participation
in a learning process that combines rigorous analysis
of environmental problems,uSing the best available
intellectual tools, with a broad perspective that
recognizes the cofnplexities, subtleties, and conflicts
which are inherent in such problems. We intend that .

the results of the teaching and research' activities
associated with'the Division of Environmental
Studies be immediately useful in the decision-mak-
ing processes in society. Therefor' e, we are seriously
committed to the concept of = information delivery"
to the extramural community as an essential pant of, .

the duties of the division faculty. We feel that this
° is necessary if society is to reach wise decisions

.
about its environmental resources.

C

Serving as a Catalyst

The academic community asia whole at the Uni- ,

iersity Of California, Davis, possesses all the inter-,'
lectual and physical resources to mount majoriefforts

,to solve Many environmental problems. No one de,
partment, hOwever, pOssesses 'expertise in all essen-
tial aspects of a given problem. We intend' that the
Division of Environmental Studies shall .act as
fcatalySt to facilitate interdisciplinary and ,inter- ;

departmental cooperation in working on major,prob- ,

lens. :Consequen* one of the goals, of environ-
.. mental' studies is to broaden the existing scholarly

disciplines and-professions and encourage an inter-
otiscipiinary perspectife in leaching ea research
rather than in create a- new 'discipline. Thus, Tar-

1- ticipating faculty need to he able to aticulate a ,du'al
system of aktegiance.4; Which includes strong ties to

- an area. of disciplinary or professiOntstrength and '
4. also a-oareer commitment to .thb broad perspectif76

pr6vicfed biehvironnental!Studies..'

4
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The Focus

The environmental programs at Davis have de-
veloped from a basic strength in the biological
sciences: The popular discovery in 1970 of the vw11_,
ecology was paralleled on the Davis campus by a
desire of students, faculty , and admipistrators to
broaden the science of ecology to incluqle questions
of public policy, geophisics, environmental manage-
ment, and recreational beha,vior, as well as tradi-
tional biological tppics. The problem of focusing and
developing existing campus programs was seen to
be as much institutional as intellectual. The relevant
organizational models seemed to be, on the one hand,
the discipline-oriented instruction and research de-
partments in the natural sciences, and on the other,
the traditional applications- oriented research depart-
ments of the Agricultural Experiment Station. The
institutional problem was seen as one of deyeloag
an administrative framework _that encouraged an
interdisciplinary' point of view, both in teaching and
research, aryl which allowed for easy access to fac-
ulty and students on a campuswie basis. It was
clear that strong support fram both the faculty and
administration whs necessary.

Information Delivery
From the beginning, the function of "informaan

deliveiry" was thought of as central to-a strong envi-
ronmental program. Clearly -university` x.cellence
in teaching and research are an but only
partial response to the problems of the environment.
Therefore, an "environmental extension" component
was a prominent part of' early thinking at Davis. The
existing models were the Agricultural Extension
Service, historically serving the agricultural indus-
try, and University Extension, which typiCally or-
ganized evening clas'ses, for generl audiences. We
felr at that Time, and still do, that a new conception

- Of public service was needed which encouraged fac-
ulty to interact. with governmental and community
decision-making at all levels.

Thus, in 1970 there was a happy coincidence be-.
tween the emerging academic programs at Davis
elsewhere, and the aims and objectives of The Rocke-

' feller Foundation.

THE STRUCTURE OF 'THE DIVISION
The forMation of the Divisiorn of En"virorimental

Sludies (DES) was the most visible responseat Davis
to the rise'of national Oncern:foreiMronniental

tor

t

or

problerns.the-diwision,isLaibudgeted--intercolles-----
instruction and research unit which houses faCulty,
administers research. space;' arid offers undergrad-
uate instruction tin environmental Studies. The divi-
sion is administered by an Associate Dean of nvi-
ronmental Studies from The office .of the Dean of
Agricultural and Environmental'ScienCes. Neither a
department nor a college, but an a utunomuns campus-
es ide unit reporting directly to its own dean, the DES
cuts across the boundaries of the six colleges and
scores of departments at Davis. The arrangement
facilitates drawing on the total expertise of the uni-
versity. .

Core Faculty
The core faculty of DES have appointments which

are either completely in the division or are shared
with a department. In addition to the core faculty....
which amounts to approximately 13 appointments,
the division.collaborates with a larger group of fire-,
ulty in teaching and research programs. Environ-
mental studies course's taught by faculty artsicle Of
the division are arranged either by payment (in
terms of academic salary) to the department in ques-
tion, or by supplying faculty to teach courses in re-
turn, or by "philanthropy" on the part ofiepart-

-inents in allowing faculty to teach outside of their
academia domain. The majority of the youthfurcore
faculty are assistant professors. The disciplinary;'
backgrounds of the.tore faculty are now evenly di-

. vided among the biological, physical, and social.
Sciences. -

The DiVision of Environmental Studies has 're-
cently ocdpied a new bUilding (actually a new wing
of anexisting building); Thene space, which was
specially ylisigned to house an interdisciplinary fac-
ulty and to facilitate cooperative research and tea
ing, amounts to over 20,000 square feet.I..The frier
will also house the adrriinistrativeoffices of the Grad-
uate Group in Ecology and the Institute Of Ecology.

Advisers .

Two faculty groups advise the DES. The Environ-
menial Program Coordinating Committee was

. charged by..die.:Deari of :Agricultural and Environ-
nide tafSciencei, In 1972; with planning the, overall

direction of the, reaching,research; and. publ ic' serv-
ite coMinitmenis; of the cantris on,environniental.
tfuestiods. The Council for Advanced Study o f the
Env ironment functions Mare as a "think tank" in
environmental education ,and research. cIt identifies
eliviironniental problems 'in their broadest contexts
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and recommends how the resources bf the university which faculty frOirit various disi4linary back-
,

can best be brdught,to bear on 'them.: grounds learn the fyoints of iriew, intellectual tools,
-.. anCmajor results of their' olleagues' disciplines:
THE tINDERGRADIJATE TEACHING:

pirt0 GRAM

.
We anticipate,mat teamtaught courses will remain a
central Part of the progratiiof the Division, ot En; .

The twenty-four courses offered' by the Division- -vironmental Studies in the future. . -

of Environmental --Studies: are designed to meet
campuswide needs in' specific academic areas. The RF intefn Program

' environmental studies curricnluim'complimentsand The Rockefeller Intern Progiam, administered by
extends other campus programs and is not meant to the-Division of Environmental Studies,, is as most
be complete in itself. In most cages the courses form intern programs, designed o allow the student to
natural groupings or selonces which can serve as apply his or her skills and background knowledge
minor areas in many major programs. in meaningful decision-making processes-Interns in '

- For the purposes of this document it is convenient this program are already committed.to the field of en-
to separate the undergraduate' curriculum into four vironmental studies and are generally upper division .
broad subject matterreas. These are Ecology,'Envi- undergraduates with some area of expertise. They
ronmental Policy Analysis, Environmental Science, are not so much interested' in trying to make a choice
and Planning. We are presently in the process of of career, but rather in exploring where and how they

, expanding the offerings in 'Ecology and Planning,:
in eachcase with the objective of focusing the campus
undergraduate program. by setting up a coordinated
group of courses which can 'serve as a minor, in
various majorprograms.

The 'division does not offer a fornial major in
-;" environmental studies. This was a deliberate' deci-

sion made after careful consideration of the pros
'-and cons of such a program. As an end result, the
factors which prevailed were; the feeling that suffi-
cieni opportunities for "environmental generalist"
Majors already existed at Davis and elsewhere; that

open, campusw'ide structure would be difficult to
Maintain if the division offered a series.of focused
majors perhaps leading to competition 'with existing
programs; and tbat pressures on young faculty to de-
velop research participate in information
delivery activities, and maintain disciplinary con-
nections did not allow the time for the intense absorb-
ing demandS of building up a major. At the present
time we are satisfied with thtlecision although sev-
eral faculty are gaining experience in directing indi-.

can apply kir interest and concern with the environ-
ment and in having practical experience in their
chosen career. In order to give them this experience,
they are placed in positions which expose them to
high level decision and -policy making in privatei,
governmental, and quasi-governmental agencies and
organizations. The program has placed interns in
state legislative committees; agencies, and depart-

onmental issues, focal -;

ecial interest commit-

ments Goneerned with en
planning commissions and
tees, private consulting agen es and conservation or .
environmental-minded public interest, groups.

. .
The Students are required to work 20 hours

week. In-order to receive academic .credit they are .
required to file a mid-term and final 'report and to .

attend regularly scheduled setinars. The purpose
df the seminar sessions to discuss any problems
that crop up in their inte\rnships and more., specifi,;
tally any information or feedback 'on,current
ronmental issues. Thde sessions are of great value..
in assessing the value of the internship ppgram.

The value of the program as theinterns evaluated
vidual majors in specific stibject matter areas and it falls into three areas: concrete contact' with the,
it is conceivable that theseprogram, couid.,120 for.1. nonacademic world; an opportunity t evaluate
malized in the future. , themselves and their professionaX' goals; .and a

chance to put meaningful, impact into the real de-
Team Teaching .. _,, -,,,

clgion-malting proC-egs.
-,-. An important feature of the tnderdadratepro- -

.. :. .,-.

gram has been the team-taught codises. VIe.majority -GRADITEPE PROGRAMS IND RESEARCH
of environmental studies courses ar15 taught by more' 1st member% of ilie core. faculty, by virtue of
than one instruCtori- We have fourkt this 'tii, be an. split.appoint4ents or other formal ass&iations with

.
appropriate means of pracptilig the interdrsaph: disciplinary dePartmenti, have more than one option '.
nary material required by environmental prOblems.,. for We. training of graditate students. All DES fac-
In addition, it'has beets an important thechanis.m byl'' ulty, iiiiwever; 'Elie members oe the Graduate Group

,' 'N.: I r )44.. .. , (-: .
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in Ecology which offers an M.S. and Ph.D. in Ecol- dation and ather client groups. (4) Several joint
ogy. The program of the graduate group is broadly
conceived so that students w ith bailigiounds in the
physical and social sciences can be accommodated,
although the basic strength of the group remains in
the biological sciences.

Research programs supported by intramural and
extramural funds (primarily the latter) include
projects in the areas of aquatic ecology, environ-
mental management, land-use planning, biophy sisal
interactions in ecosystems, public policy analysis,
and social behavior of animals. The indiv idual proj-
ects are administered by the Institute of E;:ology , a
campuswide organized research unit 4Shidl handles
grant ac.counting And coordinates the use of research
space in a 10,000 squire foot laboratory on campus,
and in o-campus laboratories at Castle Lake, Cali-
fornia and at Lake Tahoe, California-Nevada. The
largest single research project in which DES person-
nel participate is the Tahoe research plograni di-
rected by Professor C. R. Goldman and supported
by NSF-RANN. The Tahoe program includes basic
work in aquatic and terrestrial ecology, study of ,

political, administrative, and regulation processes in
the Lake Tahoe Basin, and scholarly work on the
historical basis for the present social at Lake4'
Tahoe. The Rockefeller grant has had great bene-
ficial impact on most of these programs through sup-
port of graduate students. The existence of Rocke-
feller Research Assisfantships has allowed faculty
throughout the campus to strengthen and expand
new research programs. Faculty involved in research
related to environmental quality have also been sup-
ported with individual grants from Rockefeller
Foundation funds.

INFORMATION DELIVERY

Explicit commitment to the/processes by which the
re,ults of university teachig and research are de
livered to the community at large have been part of
the DES concept from the beginning. Support froth
The Rockefeller Foundltion has been particularly
important in this area. As is appropriate to the multi-
faceted naturelof the audience, many approaches
have been used. (1) Student/faculty workshops
(with academic credit) have been directed at specific
community; problems with, in many cases, participa-
tion of members of the community. (2) Faculty have
conducted applied research projects in collaboration
with state and county; level governmental groups.
(3) A successful student intern program has'been set
up with matching funds from The Rockefeller Fowl-*

programdav e been carried out with the Cooperative
Extension Service (two menibers of Cooperative Ex-
tension are now housed with DES) concerning such s
iopics as the benefits and.costs of 4ommunity growth.
(5) Short courses and conferences have been set up
for specific agency personnel (such as the Bureau.
of Land Management) and for general audiences in
cooperation with University Extension. .(6) A co-
operative env irAmental edtmdtion program has been
initiated at Lake Tahoe with the participation of
nine colleges, universities, and public agencies. The
Rockefeller grant has f / nded a program coordinator
who is now merging in o University Extension with
a portion of an experimental faculty/extension po-
sition. Prospects appear good that this position will
merge with the Cooperative Extension Service. a

.

Workshops
Worksholig the DES are an important part of

the information delivery programs. These are both
on-campus "formal courses and off-campus com-
munity.- oriented courses and activities. Under fund-
ing of the Rockefeller grant, these workshops have
played an important and significant role in the over-
all plan f9r'the division. The workshop concept pro-
vides an-excellent opportunity for a multidiscipli-
nary approach to environmental issues. Within the
Division of Environmenial Studies, the workshops
are divided into two general categories: on-campus
formal courses and off-Campus workshops. The on-
campus formal workshop courses in environmental
studies give the advanced undergraduate and gradu-
ate stUdenti and faculty the opportunity of concen-
trating and focusing on a reas of environmental issues
and application of methods for resolving these is-
sues using multidisciplinary approaches. The teach-
ing and research programs of the division and her
departments on campus are strongly benefited by
such workshops.

The off-campus workshops are designed for gen-
eral audience participation in community- oriented
environmental issues and for specific professional
participation in community or regional issues. The
workshops were organized and presentedunder the
auspices of the Division of Environmental Studies
and in direct cooperation with University Extension
and the Agricultural Extension of the University of
California. Both the DES. and the extension com-
ponents have stressed the interdepartmental and
intercampus cooperation and participation in these
workshops. Within extension workshop programs,
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appropriate faculty from other campuses and uni-
0

versifies as well as professionals from other institu-
tions, public agencies, and the private sector have
been involved.

The very diverse nature of these wor hops has
i.sulted in focusing on problem- solving proaches
to environmental issues and providing th division
with an opportunity to develop a multid sciplinary

t' approach and interaction between involved dents,
faculty, and the community. Opportunities r both
applied and basic research have developed and the
teaching program of the DES has been a direct bene-
ficiary of such activities. The community has also
directly benefited by these outreach programs,. The
inforniation delivery system aspect of this program
has a very important dimension in bringing a variety
of faculty and student-oriented research data to the
community wi direct application to environmental

.

iproblems or sue. s faced by this community.
The on-cam us courses in environmental studies

will provide opportunities for advanced undergrad-
uate students, graduate students, and faculty to com-

_ prehensively investigate specific areas of research
for the resolittioti of environmental issues or prob-
lems. These programs have the added dimension of
a multidisciplinary approach. The offcampus work-,
shops are geared for general audience participation
in a community or allow a faculty member to par-
ticipate in a community-oriented prOgram. This pro-
gram allows for the additiimal input of the con-
cerned community citizens.

The workshops are a major part of the outreach
program of the Div ision. of Environmental Studies
and provide excellent opportunities for the genera-
tion and dissemination of applied and basic research.
They also provide an opportunity for on-campus
teaching techniques and methods to be presented to
a larger or community w ide audience. These methods
can be applied to help solve community - oriented en-
vironmental Problems. In conjunction with a .well
developed information .delivery system, the work:

. shops provide an excellent way to present faculty re-
search findings that relate to specific community
identified environmental issues or problems. ,

PRESENT POLICY- AND
FUTURE DIRECTIONS

To look at the fnture extension of the present
operational policy of the DES is to assess the long-
term impact of the Rockefeller Foundation support
on university policy. There are several main com-
ponenti of this assessment.

Teaching Policy
Faculty of the division participate in undergradu-

ate and graclinite teaching programs. At the under-
graduatedevel, the primary objective is to 'support
mid complement existing.major prograins. We feel
that society will need more well trained iroblem-
solvers and managers who possess specific analytic'
skills and a broad perspTive. Our conclusion is that

4
it is better to broaden a ci, it engineering or sociology
major with a set of enyirenmental studies courses
than to create a new.generalist mid. However, this
posture dogs not preclude the formation of rigorous
major programs in seceOc and important areas
which are determined to ife lacking on the campus.
At the present iinielf acOy are encouraged to gain
ekperience with leinimronental studies majors

..
through the mechhnis?n of individual majors.

The undergradi4 curriaidum may be conven-
iently described un4e,i` three major categories.

Ecology.and Envivarnergal Science
Cur?irently, Qt offerings in this area include

courses on the Rtitiples of ecology, environmental
science, oceanographylimnology, and energy and

. management - related' material. The primary objec-
tive is to develop an ecology sequence, useful for a
Wide variety of maio?s, which relates closely to the
appropriate environmental sciences and emphasizes
management applicatiOns.

Human Ecology r
Under this category we include our courses that

deal with interaction between human culture and the
environment. The perspective is primirily from the
social sciences. The current offering includes courses
on the environmental determinants of social proc-
esses, cultural ecology, environmental health,
demography, and environmental perception. In this

. area, we aim to, develop a curriculum that draws
upon the social and natural sciences, as well as the
humanities, to present a broad view of the phenomena
of human culture.

45

policy Analysjs and Planning
Courses in this area concern the decision-making

and policy;formation processes as they relate to
environmental issues. We El.'. particularly commit-
ted to developing a sequence courses in resource
and regional planning. Our objective is to develop
a curriculum in this area that examines public policy
dnd planning with full ednsideration given to the
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constraints of ecology, economies, resoutce avail-
ability, and social amenity and equity.

We are particularly concerned that environmental
problems are not presented as the exclusive preroR.
tive of science and technology. It is important that
the emphasis on values and the historical perspec-
tive provided by the humanities be included in the
environmental studies curriculum. Therefore, we
intend to work to develop courses in the humanities
which relate% environmental concerns.

The Need, for Innovations in Teaching
The Divisigi of Ens ironmental Studies has a sub-

stantial commitment., -.to des eloping innovative
methods of teaching.. We intend to systematically
investigate alternatives to the standard lecture sys-
tem. These include workshops; problem-oriented
courses, intern programs, use. of gaming and simula-
tion techniques in the classroom and other computer-
based technologies, and teles ised courses.

At the graduate level, faculty of the division par-
ticipate in training students in the Graduate Croup in
Ecology and several disciplinary r professional
graduate programs. 'Inasmuch as he programs of
the Graduate Group in Ecology a of particular
importance to the DES, all faculty of the division are
expected to participate in the teaching, advising, and
administrative activities of the gr,oup. We plan to
play a major role in developing graduate curricula
for the programs of the Graduate Group in Ecology.

In addition to the Gradulte Group in Ecology, we
also see a special relationship with the new graduate
program in administration on this campus. It Seems
appropriate to us that faculty of the division who
are interested in public policy aspects of the environ-
ment should participate in a graduate program in
administration. TherefOre, we are ready to playa
role in the development of aspects Of this prograrh
that relate to environmental problems.

It is the division's policithat a standard teaching
load for full-time' faculty is three regularly Ached-,
uled classes. We;recognize that team teaching is a
highly effectiveilmeans of presenting interdiscipli:
nary material and' that faculty who share' a given
course carry a larger load than the half course taught
by each of tWo instructors. Therefore, our policy is
that coursecourse shared equally between two instructors
shall be counted, for the purpose:of. teaching load'
calculations, a three-quarters of a course. r ach
instructor. Teaching load credit for course egffally
shared by more than two instructorsiliallbe oiled
according to the same proportion., .

The DES is strongly committed to excellence in
teachinvCons'equently, we feel that balanced, equi
table, and dependable evalpation of teaching per-
formance is essential. TeaNng evaluation in the
division will be carried° ourZy .two means: student
evaluation to be done by means of a flexible system
that is geared to the specific format of the class in
question (lecture, lab, seminar, workshop, etc.) ; a
faculty review system which will consist of teaching
evaluations w ritten by faculty of their team partners.

C

RESEARCH POLICY.
The research programs of the division w be di-

rected at significant problems bf the environment of
man. In any particular case these may be basic or
applied, or may invoke implementation of scholarly
results in the public domain. We shall stress co-

operative interdisciplinary research because most
env ironmental problems require this approach. Our
general strategy w ill be the scientific method as de-
fined by P. W. Bridgeman, "Doing one's damnedest
with one's mind, no holds barred.",

We are committed to the principle that the results
of university research shOuld become part of the
scholarly literature. In the highest and most honor-
able sense, research publications are the lifeblood
of the community, of scholars of which we area part.
Yet, publication does not necessarily mean a contri-
bution to a disciplinary literature. We intend to play
a role in the deV'elopment of a new kind of interdis-
ciplinary 'scholarly literature that includes a strong
emphasis on application and implementation aspects.

The research activities of DES will be concen-
trated. in three areas relate*tirtre. teaching pro;
grams previously depribed.

Structure, Dynamics, and Management
of 'Ecosystems

Research in'this area is directed toward the dis-
covery and` clarification of basic ecological prin.

- giples and their application in environmental man-
agement. Components of this program include basic
processes (material and energy flow, community
structure, population dynamics, and evolutionary
processes), aquatic systems, animal behavior and

'communication, transport phenOmena in the bio-
_sphere, interactions between physicil and biological
processes, and management strategies and policy
implicatiOns. The primary objective is to encourage
the development of ecology, into a true predictive
science that can provide guidance for understanding
and management of the environment of man.



We inticipatetthat the Division of Environmental
Human Ecosystem Atialypis

This research program is directed toward the study
of human culture relativ e to ecological processes.
Components jnclude the interaction between the en-

vironment and cultural evolution, environmental
perception, and the general area of the quality of
man's environment. Like the associated teaching
program previously discussed, this research pro-
gram focuses on human culture with a perspective
broader than that prov ided.by the social, biological,
or physical sciences.

Resource Planning and Policy Analysis
Problem& studied in this program include land-.

use planning, resource and environmental quality
Management, and political, social, and economic
aspects of environmental policy. This research is
primarily devoted to the study of the best means of
developing and implementing-effective public policy
relative to resource allocation, land-use, and the
management of environmental quality.

Research Goals: -

At present, the first and third progran2s receive
the greatest emphasis in the division anchge amid:

.pate that this will remain the case in the future:How-
ever, we feel that in the lout tun, human ecology
should be an important program and we plan to
develop this area as rapidly as resources and co-

operation with other campus Units allow.
The research space associated with the research

laboratories (Physical Planning, Computing, Hu-
man,&ology, Physics and Engineering, Electronics,
Experimental Ecosystems, Chemistry and Aquatic
Ecology) are our' greatest' physical assets. Their-
proper administration is a% matter of considerable
importance to the division and the campus. Inas-
much as the division has only recently occupied this
space, it is not appropriate to set down detailed
ground rules at this time. However, some general
kincipleglan be stated at this time: the research
space should be primarily used for interdisciplinary
research; 'every effort should be made to involve
faculty' from the disciplinary departments to par-
ticipate with DES faculty in the use of the research
space; policy for the use of each laboratory will be
Set by the chairman in consultation with a user group;
and space assignments in the research laboratories
will be made annually on the basis of the merit of
specific projects and overall program priorities.

6tudies will continue to cooperate closely with the
Institute of Ecology. The institute's programs should
be one of the chief means by which. campuswide
integration of the environmental research effort oc-

curs. The development of such facilities as a Limnol-
ogy Laboratory at Lake Tahoe, for instance, would
increase the campuswide research effort oat Lake
Tahoe.

. .
We plan on a gradually accelerating level of -re-

search support during the next five years. This will
be necessary to develop the potential of the DES
research space, to support the'needs of' developing
research programs and to provide for new faculty.

Focus on Ecology . . .

We feel that ecology is the most important subject
matter area to the research programs of the Division
of Environmental $tuaies. Inasmuch' as ecology pro-
vides the overall cohesion for almostall our research
programs the indicated level of effort is not great.
It is ourjudgment that campuswide, more strength
is particularly needed in several branches of ecol-
ogy. Therefore, weAdentify, this argil as requiring
additional staffirein the near future. In particular,
we Feel that theoretical ecology should receive great-
er phasis on this campus. It is apparent that he
scie e of ecology is going through a period of great
activity relative to its theoretical superstructitre. It
is not clear, however, whether any number of
theoretical, approaches have the force 9f general
principles. In our opinion, ecology is at the point
where the hard work of reconciling the best avail-
able body of theory with field observation iineedeti
for scientific progress. Appropriate speciality areas

° include population dynamics, behavioral biology,
ecological thermodynamics, and physiological ecol-
ogy. We feel that the campus should have the objec-
tive of developing a critical mass in this area in the
next five years. The appropriate Cooperating campus
unit seems to us to be the Division of Biological
Sciences inasmuch as DES is associated with most of
the appropriate disciplinary departments. Probably
the majority of these appointments should be in DES,
although we would propose to let the nature of the
expertise., of outstanding candidates and campus
programmatic need determine the details of any
particulitappointrnent.

. . . And Geophysics
Geophysics is also a high priority area in our

estimation. It is apparent that transport and diffu-

t-.*; tag
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sion phenomena in geophysical fluids (atmosphere,
oceans, lakes, and rivers) are of overwhelming im-
portance to many, if not most, ecosystems. Yet the
research devoted to the interaction between geo-
physical fluids and ecosystems'is extremely sparse.
For instance, lakewide circulation patterns are criti-
cally important -in determining exchange with the
biologically active nearshore areas and upwelling,
yet very little is known even at intensively studied
lakes like Tahoe. In surveying, the expertise avail-
able on campus' in geology, atmospheric science and
civil engineering, we feel that the technical spe-
ciality most lacking is numerical hydrodynamics.
This is a highly developed field in meteorology and
oceanography and its absence At Davis is an anomaly.
Sophisticated 'wind-driven lake circulation models
have been developed and could be applied at Tahoe
and elsewhere. We feel that the mating of this power-
ful technique and ecology would be an important
step' forward for the campus. We would see this
individual as being primarily an oceanographer or
physical limnologist but the equations and associated,
numerical methods are also close to those used in
meteorology. Therefore, we would see this as. a po-
sition to be shared either with-geology or the atmos-
pheric science'group, with the majority of the ap-
pointment in DES.

, INFORMATION DELIVERY POLICY
We regard information delivery and interaction

with the publie policy formulation and decision-
making proceskes in society as part of the legitimate
duties of the DES faculty. Such activities should be
regarded as professional and academic functions,
strongly related to imiver'sitTresearch and teaching.
All information delivery activities should be con-
sistent with the division's academic plat-land should
act to furtlip academic programs.

Eidension
xtension personnel are full am, valued mem-

bers of the Division of Environmental Studies. As times of steady state budget condition, the univer-
such they are expected to participate in the division's% )sity has invested resources in the form of FTE,
activities and share the, burden teaching and research facilities and administrative
duties. Extension personnel will take the lead in or- support,for the programs of DES. Sueh commitments
ganizing and facilitating extension activities, which .w ill continue upon cessation of the Rockefeller grant.
should reflect the division's academic programs. In addition the faculty of DES have developed ex-,

Faculty members ore expected to contribute their tramural funding for general research projects,and
expertise to extension programs at ?level consistent prospects fof continuation or such siipilort are good.

with the overall academic goals.of the DES. Par-
ticipation in extension programs will be a considera-
tion in the advancement of faculty.

Conversely, ,participation in the academic affairs
of the division will be a consideratiOn in the review
of extension personnel.

As the teaching process, is one, of the primary
functions of the university anifone which is the
exclUsive responsibility of the academic faculty,
some care is necessary in setting up extension teach-
ing programs. The intent is not to discourage such
activities but to ensure proper academic review.
Toward this end, all extension teaching programs
will always be planried and supervised by a faculty
member or by an individual with fully equivalent
qualiffcations.

.FACULTY POLICY

In the future, mast appointments will be made in
close cooperation with an appropriate disciplinary
or professional department. A variety of arrange-
ments can be successful. Our experience to date indi-
cates, that as a general rule, a 75/25 percent split,
in-a professiortal department or DES works best in
that it is clear to all concerned where the primary
Allegianee lies. This policy is designed to accomplish
the overall academic goals of the division and to pro-

'. tect and encourage the careers of the younger mem-
bers. Whenever possible, all faculty should work at
developing strong associations with departments or9
faculty groups outside the division.

At t'he present time our immediate priorities for
future growth lie with the areas oktligoretical ecol-
ogy, resource geology and geophysiN. On the longer
time scale, we anticipate that additional faculty will
be needed on campus in the areas of planning
and human ecology,. as these developing programs
mature.

The question Of continuance of the DES programs
can best be discussed by considering the university
adMinistration's concern for these programs: in

of administrative
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recommendations the ex n-
,

enceof the staff, consultants, and grant recipients of
the Rockefeller Foundation in environmentally-.
oriented teaching and research. Many df these sug-
gestions are relatively prosaic. They summarize
what one would expect would be necessary to start
any nexy program at an established university. But
the special characteristics and needs of multidisci-
plinary, problem-oriented study of the environment
are apparent in some of the following discussion.

Another introductory observation concerns the
fact that the recommendatiod's constitute ail ideal.
Particularly in view of the recent and almost omni-
present budgetary shortages in higher education.
few unialersities could move positiyely in all of the
follow ing directions' eyelid they. so desired. Realism
dictate regarding the recommendations together a§
a model to be used as far as possible. Independence-
is also called for in the way these broad principles
are interpreted, and implemented at a particular
institution. Pragmatism is essential. The recommen-
dations should be tooled to fit in a specifiC academic
situation. Yet, the policies and practices detailed
below are those best' calculated to advance .the study
of the environment in a university context.

-^ ^

1. ESTABLISH A 'CONTINUITY OF
TENURED' FACULTY LEADERSHIP

The ideal leader for launching environmental
studies is one who associates his own academic.future.
with the program. His position should be secured by
tenure; junior faculty f requently nd involvement
in environmental studies a liability given its contro-
versial nature on the -campus. Beyond, tenure, the
director should have the confidence of his faculty
colleagues and the administration to the extent that
he can plunge' into the new endeavor withour experi-
encing professional disadvantage.. In other words, if
an individual's successful association with 'environ-
mental studies is not productive of reasonable pro-.
motions, he candot be expected to sustain his interest.

The director of the environmental unit shoulcf be'
a skillful academic diplomat. This ability, in turn,
depends on the degree to which he is known and
respected throughout the campus community. His
research and teaching credentials should be impec-
cable. Environmental studies must not become , a

Jefuge for faculty (or students) who have failed in
the traditional disciplines. The director's profes-
'sional stature will,always reflect the quality of 'his
program. Excellence op the part of the director will

rrLend the new program needed dignity and stature:
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._ Continuous di iTtion b; one pet-son for five ge-riod
years is highly desirable. The identity of a new field
and the skein of personal relationships that support
it on a campus are not built in a day. Changing
leaders in mid-stream almost always brings with it a
Change in emphasis as well as anew set of personal
interfaces in the university community. After the
environmental -unit is' established (five years,ap-
pears to be the average time required) it can easily
weather, and may even benefit from, change in lead-

Sabbatical leaves of key personnel can be dis-
ruptive at the beginning of a new program's exist-
ence. The optimum arrangement seems to 'find the
leader takirig his leave the third or fourth year after
launching the new program and then returning for
one or two more years of administration. In this way

The centraL .a.stimpt ion, above, is that_ environ-
mental studies can b.e,sile_thaught of_as an arrange-.
ment whereby many disciplines contribute to a' prob-__
lens - solving process. Environmental studies does not

mpete with or purport to substitute for a single
discipline like chemistry, economics, or English. It is,
rather, a way of bringing these and other appropriate
disciplines into a new complementary alignment.

The Conductor
The role of the leacher-scholar of environmental

studies is comparable to an orchestra To-iiductor. He
serves as the catalytic arrow in the diagram. Insofar
as an individual's professional competence permits.-
he may well contribute from the perspective of sev-
eral disciplines. To resume the orchestra metaphor,
he' might be competent with several instruments. But

neither the program nor an individual's research the chances of his being a virtuoso .with all of them
"...are slight. Consequently he relies on the specialized

expertise of colleagues.

Obviouily the environmental teacher and , re-
searcher does not know all the answers to the im-
mensely complex problems with which he deals. He
should, however, know what questions to ask and of
whom to ask them. His capacity for understanding
the products and. significance of disciplinary re-
search should alai be broad. The real forte of the
environmental educator is synthesis. He is a special-
ist in generalization, and he must defend the rigor
of this kind of breadth thinking against the criticisms
of those wlo haVe traditionally associated difficulty
with depth. Concerned as he is with a holistic ap-

suffers unreasonably.

2. ,REGARD PROGRAMS, IN BOTH
TEACHING AND RESEARCH FUNCTIONS

AS INTERDISCIPLINARY PROCESSES
RATHER THAN COMPETITION FOR

THE TRADITIONAL DISCIPLINES

Diaframmatically, this- philosophy of environ-
mental studies might be expressed as follows:

implemen.
. tation

1

SOLUTION/UNDERSTANDING

policy formation education
systems analysis law

engineering planning
public fiealth communication

Social
Environment

economics

history
philosophy

arts and letters
psychology

political science
sociology

religious studies

anthropology-

Biological
Environment ecology biology

Physical
Environment

chemistry physics

geology meteorology
, _ geography

PRO LEM

PROBLEM IDENTIFICATION

proach to 'complex environmental problems, the
practitioner of environmental..studies deals con-
stantly with disciplinary interrelationships. He func-
tions, so to speak, as an ecologist of the academic
community.

Exit the Renaissance Man
This philosophy has the great advantage of allay,

ing the fear of traditional'departments, that they are
in dangey of being ignored or buried by a new en-
vironmental studies effort. On the contrary, it gives
the disciplines a central role in the problem-solving
process. The conception of environmental studies
advanced here implies, moreover, that any faculty_
member involved must combine with his talent for
synthesis a specialized skill ilia traditional field. He
will be qualified, in other words, by traditional.uni-
ver-sT criteria. But he-Wilrils-o-re prepared to take
his place in both teaching and research as a member
of an interdisciplinary team.
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leuly cif envuioniuerttal studies deliberately
downplays the renaissance-man dream with which
some programs in the new field began. Theldea of
the do-everything environmentalist simply collapses
before the complexity of modern knowledge. In its
place rises the image of a group of scholars, united
by a common concern, and contributing according to
their several lights as part of a well orchestrated
team. The problem orientation expressed in the dia-
gram is taken up in Recommendation' 8.

3. MAKE SUPPORT BY UNIVERSITY
ADMINISTRATION A PREREQUISITZ FOR

STARTING PROGRAMS
The time to establish clear understandings with

the administration regarding financial support and
operational details is prior to beginning an environ-
mental studies program. The bargaining position of
faculty instigators will never be as strong again. The
administration should be made to prove it really

'wants ( will pay for) a first-rate operation. Mutual
agreement to a'written five-year development plan is
one way of making sure that all *ties fully under:
stand what is at stake.

4. ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES UNITS
SHOULD BE CAMPUSWIDE AND

AUTONOMOUS
'1Since the wholepoint of interdisciplinary environ-

mental education is to transcend department and
even college lines, it is important that it be, author-
ized to operate on a campuswide. basis. This entails
the presence of a dean or other'central administrator
to whom the program director reports directly. There
are many liabilities. to 1e-eating environmental
studies in a single department (geography or biol-
ogy, for instance) and even in a single college. En-
vironmental studies should have the ability to draw
faculty talent from all relevant parts of the univer-
sity:, The presence of a dean of environmental or
interdisciplinary studies also facilitates the pro-
gram's achievement of autonomy which is vital to its
separate, long-term existence. Involved is the ability
of the environmental unit to he a full-fledged partici-
pant in the decision-making process of the university,
with regard to faculty appointments and prbruotion,
curriculum development (course initiation), degree
requirements, and teaching techniques. Without such
autonomy environmental studies will be severely
handicap ed in a university.

The ne for a universitywide stance suggests that
the

classified within the university not as a "depart-
ment" or `college" or "school," but as a "division,"
"institute," or simply a."proglaiii,

5. CREATE A CORE FACUITY BY MAKING
FULL-TIME PROFESSIONAL

APPOINTMENTS'
P Full-time appointments, particularly at the tenure

level, express a commitmentItto environmental studies
that anchors the program in theeyes of both students,
other faculty, and administrators. The faculty hold-
ing such appointments logically assume responsi-
bility for establishing and directingenvironmentally-
oriented teaching and -research programs. The pres-
ence of a nonfaculty executive officer or administra-
tive assistant can be invaluable but is nbt alone suffi-
cient to establish a firm program.

Review and promotion of 'core fdculty should
proceed "according to clear standards based on the
philosophy of, environmental studies (see Recont
mendation 2). Review committees should be.intei.'
disciplinary, but a senior member of the faculty core
should sit on all committees reviewing junior core
personnel. Special protection from faculty hostile to

. environmental studies must be afforded core faculty
by reviewing agencies and administrakies.

Imperial Threats
While a faculty core is desirable its limitations

should be recognized:. Especially threatening to the
role of environmental studies as a campus catalyst
is the transformation of the-core group into an em-
pire thai works to excltde rather than include non-
core faculty. The core should always be supple-
mented with part-time 'faculty participants offsee

Recommendation 6) from the traditional depart-
ments.

Whenever possible core faculty should be housed
'under one roof. Office space should also be available
for part-time faculty. The physical separation of
disciplines on a campus is 'a major factor in their
hitherto unimpressive record of collaboration.

.6. PART-TIME APPOINTMENTS SHOULD BE
MADE WITH A CLEAR UNDERSTANDING
OF RESPONSIBILITIES AND ULTIMATE

COMMITMENTS

Part-time appointments affirm the role of environ-
mental studies as an orchestrator of faculty talent
(see Recommendation 2). But arrangements that
split. a person's allegiance on a 50%-50% basis

ental studies endeavor might best be... should be avoided. A better system is to structure the
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appointments so that 7.77° of an individuars time is
associated 'ith one entity and 25`;',, with the other.
In th6 way a faculty member has a clear sense of

he're his academic "home" is located and impasses
over promotion are mininized. Naturally faculty
associated only part-time w ith environmental studies
can not be expeCted to play a major role in student
counseling, curriculum development, and program
administration. These are tasks for the core faculty
(see Recommendation 5). Indeed it would be rare
for a part-time person even to have his office in the
space assigned for environmental studies. But the
contributions of part-time people to teaching and
research teams is what gives environmental studies
its interdisciplinary'nary flavor.

7. AVOID VOLUNTARISM

To gain. respect and assure continuity in an aca-
demic environment, environmental studies must pay
its own way front the beginning. Consequently, it
must achieve regular financial support from the uni-
versity sufficient to carry the complete program.
Alternatives that depend upon the good will of de:
Partments or faculty are normally doomed to failure
after the initial burst of altruism passes.

Entailed in this recommendation is the policy of
'making environmental studies courses part of the
regular teaching load of participating faculty. It
means footing full bills for laboratories, field trips,
secretarial help, and other expenses. Implicit, too,
is the assumption that the university should not rely
on extramural funding to meet the annual baseline
needs of the environmental studies prOgram. Outside
grants are useful to support research, to initiate ex-
perimental courses, and. even to ,provide start-up
money for the program as a whole. But its expenses
should eventually be figured into the general operat-
ing budget as part of the declared commitment of the
institution. When extramural funds are used to
finance part of the instructional program or hire
faculty or staff, there should be a clear understand-
ing with the administration that such support is of
the short-term, seed-money v a riety and that normali-
zation by the university will be forthcoming.

8. ORIENT MOST OF THE TEACHING AND
RESEARCH AROUND ACTUAL
ENVIRONMENTAL PROBLEMS

Problem study which emphasizes the indivisibility
of the environment is an excellent way to build the
interdisciplinary approach characteristic of environ
mental studies (see Recommendation 2), and to ex-

press the service-orien 1011 of -the-

Retommendation 11). Broad problems, especially
those that concern the region in which the univ sity

is located, offemany advantages as containe S for
pooling and relating individual teaching d re-
search efforts. But it is not enough to diva ch stu-
dents or faculty fdr isolated work on a common prob-
lem. Constant interaction and the use of a systems
approach such as that discussed, in Chapter VIII are
essential. Particularly important is the frequent
Doming together in regular seminars of the team
members. Only in this way can there be a tight coup-
ling of research activities and a final report that is
truly a synthesis.
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Analysis vs. Advocacy
In both teaching and'research built around prob-

lems there is always the danger of mixing analysis
with advocacy. The line between them is fine, and the
university's role in this regard remains moot. As a
general rule environmental problems should always
be treated as learning devices by both faculty and
students. Partisan involvement, j n a political cam-
paign for instance, might be the product of a prob-
lem study, but it should in most cases take place on
an individual rather than an institutional basis. In its
official role environmental studies programs should
advise and counsel rather than plead a cause. While
the enthusiasm that "causes" generate is a definite
asset to learning, there is nothing that so quickly
destroys the academic legitimacy of an environ-
mental studies endeavor in the eyes of a university
community as inappropriate activism. The univer-
sity can rest content with discovering and communi-
cating solutions to environmental problems, leaving
their implementation to society as a whole.

9. THOROUGHLY INVENTORY EXISTING
FACULTY INTEREST AND ESTABLISH
THE BROADEST POSSIBLE BASE OF

SUPPORT FOR THE PROGRAM
Although the grass often appears greener else-

where, most major universities possess. more than
enough faculty talent for outstanding teaching and
research programs in 'environmental studies. The
problem is that many ofhhe faculty, members ca-
pable of contributing are either not known to the
organizers or, for a variety of personal and ,pro-
fessional reatons, excluded. It issymptomatic of the
isolation of many scholars that on a single campus
persons coo nig on similar problems are not even
aware of eai others existence. Needed is a mechan-



ism for effecting collaboration on environmental

w

questions, and the need grows with the size of the
institution.

An inventory of faculty interests should be among
the first steps taken in an effort to establish an en-
vironmental unit. ilegular screenings of new faculty.
maintain the currency of the initial inventory. A
mailing may suffice in some instances, a meeting in
others, and for some purposes there is no substitute
for a series of small lunches and office visits. The
director of the envirodmental unit should be prepared
for the _role of ambassador .to the university. He,
might draw considerable assistance from a published
statement of the philosophy, purpose, and needs of
his program, supplemented by a periodic newsletter
describing its functions. If the environmental unit is
not well known on a, campus, the fault is its own.
Busy faculty, with rare exceptions, will not beat a
path to the new unit's door; good public relations is
an essential part of an environmental program's
responsibilities.

All-campus-colloquia and year- long 'lecture series
on a common theme are excellent devices for an en-
vironmental studies program to use to attract faculty
and student interest: Teaching and research pro-,
grams can be structured around the themes under-
scored in such gatherings, Particularly if magnetic,
nationally-known figures lead the colloquia, the re-
sult in terms' of university recognition of environ-
mental issues can certainly be very impressive and
worthwhile,

Every environmental unit should endeavor to se-
cure a broad base of faculty support from a diversity
of disciplines: While a steering or eaecuae commit-
tee might number 'only three or five persons, an ad-
visory group could easily accommodate twenty-five.
It would be unwise to burden advisers with the clay-
to-day details of the program. Their importance lies
in the areas of program philosophy, long-terin needs,
and public relations.

Special danger lies in the tendency of environ-
mental studies programs to splinter into factions. In
malty cases the division is over the degree of acti-

m the program endorses,( see Recommendation 8).
he consequence is that able and enthusiastic people

`are alienated, and environmental studies is the
poorer. The field can benefit from internal differ-
ences of opinion provided they do not spill oveinto
personal rancor. The director of the progrim should
take every precaution against exclusiveness. No
qualified faculty member should be denied the
chance to help build the program.

10. ESTABLISH AN INTERDISCIPLINARY
"PRESIDENT'S SEMINAR? FOR SELECTED

FACULTY
. A regular seminar iii environmental problems in-
.yolving faculty from several disciplines is a seed-
bed for environmentally-oriented research and teach-
ing projects. The key to success in thisEadeavor is to
make faculty participation a formal commitment
just like teaching a course. One way to secure such a
commitment is to compensate the participants by re-
decing their teaching load one course. Formal
papers, the product of interdisciplinary,collabora-
tion, should be required. If the seminar is sponsored
by the president of the university, and if its work is
well publicized, participation can be made pres-
tigious and coveted. An on-going seminar could feed
a steady stream of enthusiastic, well-equipped fac-
ulty to the environmental studies program.

11. MAKE A SPECIAL EFFORT TO INVOLVE
THE HUMANITIES AND SOCIAL SCIENCES

IN ENVIRONMENTAL TEACHING AND
...RESEARCH

"Environmental studies" must not be transformed
into "environmental sciences" but frequently is in
fact, if not always in name. The sciences, for one
thing, have an obvious relation to the naturA and
physical environment, and scientists are more famil-
iar with collaborative teamIzrk than facility Of other
disciplines. It is, the rare environmental unit thaT is
not led, if not dominated, by scientists. But the prob-
lems environmental studies should ultimately ad-
dress are those that involve human values, attitudes,
and policy. Man is at theAroot of most environmental
problems, and thestu'dy of man is precisely the sub-
ject of humanists and social scientists.

Melding these scholars with their scientific col-
leagues is difficult. The intellectual and emotional
gulf between what C. P. Snow called the "two cul-
tureS" is enormous. Not only indifference is involved
but positive suspicion. To build a truei4terdiscipli
nary approach it is necessary to promote frequent
intellectual and social inteactioh. Focusing on an
actual environmental problem (see Recommendation
8) is useful since its solution will usually involve
input from a wide variety of scientific and non-
scientific disciplines. Respect for what other disci-
plines can contribute will,follow from such inter-
action.

A co-directorship for an environmental unit is a
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useful way of institutionalizing the commitment to
bridging gaps' between the humanistic and scientific
orientations.

At the gradjuitelevel an environmental studies

12: CREATE NEW COURSES IN
ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES.

It is easy .to create an "instant" environmental cur-
riculum by going through a university. catarog and
listing all tlie courses that have anything to do with'
the environment. But the resulting smorgasbord does
not reflect the methods and the goals of -environ-
mental studies. At all levels from freshman to grad-
uate, fhere is a need to reconceive and restructure
course offerings. An environmental studies unit
should have the povibr to propose courses as part of
its autonomy (see Recommendation 4),, and these
courses should be problemoriented (see Recom-
mendation 8) and interdisciplinary (see Recom-
mendation 2).

.

Pitfalls of Team Teaching
Team teaching is an obvious respons'e to the .last

imperative. But there are serious liabilities to this
instructional method that only the most careful

organization can surmount. Unless all members of
thg teaching team attend all the classes, redundancy
and discontinuity result. Indeed some of the most
successful team tedehing finds all the members of
the team interacting together in front of a class. Less
desirable, but mare realistic in view of faculty time
pressure and administration -reluctance to "pay"
three or five faculty members foi the same course,
is an arrangement where a coordinator attempts to
integratel series of guest leeturers:Thorough brief-
ing of- the visitors is obviously essential if the
"vaudeville" is to succeed.

Given the difficulties of attaining excellence in
team teaching; environmental instruction programs
may wish to reconsidei the*nerits of a single profes-
sor. Especially at the undergraduate level, a good .

teacher who is willing to work hard and is not afraid.
to admit his ignorance can succee&at ipterdiscipli-
nary analysis. The addition of teaching assistants
from various disciplines to such a course can be
eitremely..helpful.

While new courses are neededan environmental
program should not pass by opportunities to help,
introduce environmental themes into established
courses. The program should welcome, rather an
resent, the'offering of courses in the environmental
field by traditional departments. Cross -listing such
courses can be a useful catalog device.

program can function most successfully as a catalySt
for interdisciplinary research teams. The special-
ized, depth learning normally associated with gradu-
ate education seems better left to the traditional de-
partments. Thus an M.A. or Ph.D. in environmental.
studies would be imprqbable. On. e exception might
he professional degree training in the .use of the
environmental impact statement. Here the.generalist
approach is quite germaine as a coordinating mech.
anism for the in=puts of specialists.

13.-- ESTABLISH AN UNDERGRADUATE
MAJOR IN ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES

Courses and majors are the sourc0 of ongoing
academic vitality. Professors leave research'
grants expire, but a popular major is as permatient,
as any part of a university. Undergraduates, more-
over, lend vigor to a program, are capable under
careful direction of performing significant :prob-
lem-Oriented 'research, and c9nstitute 'a valuable
source of leverage with the administration and the
public. The undergraduate level is the easiest place
to begin ,interdisciplinary teaching. It may also be
the most important place because modes of thinking
established early tend to have lasting influence. An
undergraduate major in environmental studies, for
example, is excellent preparation lor students who
iater'attend protessional- schools in law, business,
education, and journalismt It is the last Chanee for
those moving into graduate work in_ the arts and
sciences to approach environmental topics in a gen-
eral; holistic manner. Such experience frequently
influences the cholte of dissertation topics and
careers. Environmental studies, moreover, seems to
be one of the best themes around which to build the.
college education- of citizens, consumers, voters,
property owners, and parents. '

There areof eourse,liniitations to an undergradt.
uate major hi this field. Due to ifs interdisciplinary
nature, the hiajor-is seldom by itself. sufficient prep-.
nation for ddinittaUce to graduate school, especially
in the hard sciens. Students desiring to pursue this
option shoilld lie advised early in their undergradus-
ate years to take extra courses or even a double',
major. For some students it is preferable to think of
environmental studies as a minor or just as an occa-
sional course or two to fit in when their schedule per-
mits. Irhis connection an environmental 'unit might

with ;the departments ,;ir arranging ; special
courses as, for instance, ,in environmental engineer- .

mg dr environmental economics. ,

d
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For the major itself, loweivision grounding in
the basic problems ai'd the approaches t4 their solu..
tion is recommended. Finer tuning at the upper divi-
sion shOuld expose environmental studies majors to
the approaChes of as many of the disciplines as pos-
sible: The requirement that five courses be related
to pne discipline giyes the student an opportunity to
see the,benefits of depth work and also to prepare

'for postgraduati options. An integrative senior proj-
ect or thesis has much to recommend it as the cap-
stone of a major. So do senior-year internships with
off campus businesses and agencies that deal with..
environmental pc icy.

14. 'DEVELOP OPPORTUNITIES FOR
COMMUNITY .SERVICEi

One of the reasons. for introducing environmental
teaching aneresearch into higher education is to
serve an obvioussScial need. It follows that environ-
mental units should be constantly aware of :appro-
priate ways to deliver information and ability to the
general public. For some universities this will in-
volve a considerable wrench in traditional methods
of operation.. Reseacsh monographs dime do not
often solve problems Faculty must find' other ways
of dissemidating their expertise. Direct contact with
legislative bodies, rdgulatory agencieA, and private
enterprise is more fruitful. So are workshops, short

,

courses, extension classes, and slide-tape self,instruc-
tional modules. It must be understood that alerting
the public to this or that environmental "crisis" is

k:

e

.

only the first step- toward its solution. Professors and

students can be leaders in this process if they think
intermso delivering as y4e.11as creating information,

A related need is for the systematic preservation
of research restiltg and their applications. T4e assist-
ance of elibratian is badly needed in most env iron-
mentarstudies efforts. Also needed is the willingness .

to collaborate with other regional colleges and uni-
versities in advancing community servip. The same
interdisciplinary approach that 'organizes expertise
within a university can be used to justify and pro-

. mote intemniversity efforts.

15. EVALUATE ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES
REGULARLY AND FRANKLY

The fUct that an academic program is new and in-'
hovative does not necessarily guarantee its quality:
Frequently thi; is hard to discern. Even a poor 'en-
vironmental studies effort attracts the applause of
those frustrated with traditional university
dures. Students w ill flock to anything that includes the

word "environment," Such surface popularity should
not be a reason to avoid full and frank evaluation of

. .

the quality of the research and to tiring produced
by the program. There should also\be unblinking
examination of the extent to which t:.:te program is
actually meeting the niost pressing needs of society
in the environmental area. The change in leadership
recommended after five year (seeecommendatiOp
1) is an appropriate time for such review and,.if
necessary, reforth.

ad
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THE- SOCIAL AN YST- ;
There is a serious national,ple. d'fqr The univer-

- sities to produce sciebtists44,lio can understand and
attempt to solve the -very Jomprex problems of the
environment and society facing the contemporary
worklAn the words of Presiderliohn G. Keineny of
DartmOutb College, "We need a/branCneW
fessional. I. would call him a social analyst.1 am
talking about men who specialize in_being expert o-
complex systems as opposed fo being expert in psy-
chology, sociology, government, or economics. -who
combine the knowledge of the social sciencef, with
mathematics and knowledge of the computer, ca-
pable of attack on complex systems wherever they
arise. "*

Environmental problems.may be characterized in
paint by the necessity of employing many cooperat-
ing disciplines in their solution. Accordingly,
versity environment groups should not support purely

'disciplinary ieseaKch or educational programs and,
positively, should include in their programs "meta-.
research" efforts directed toward the development of
paradigms for handling multidisciplinary, comply(
problems, the. development6f. criteria of research
evaluation, and procedures for taking values, human

oand otherwise, into account in environmental re-
search. In other words, such groups should make
their Tin methodology a research object by way of
approiMate feedback and learning mechanisms..

MAJOR OBSTACLES TO ENVIRONMENTAL
RESEARCH

- A
Among the obstacles facing universities attempt-

ing to do research in complex environmental prob-.
lem issues are the following. 4

T. Although a research effort such as one which'
would 'improve water quality in a given region de-

, mands cooperation from a number of discipline;
(e.g., economics, chemical engineering, aquatic eco-
systems), -research teams tend to' fragment them-
selves into what in the end amounts to disciplinary,
"publishable" research long before the problem is
sed.2 Team fragmentation is in part explainable by
theack of agreement among team members on what
the overs11,problem is.

3. 'it-is-further in plirt explainable by l'ailurtto
identify a client for research results. (The clients of

t

Inttrcollegiate Press Bulletins. Yd. 35, No. 18 (December 14. 1970).
.
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, , .
the irtatherfiptiejay are rither n(athemaficians and

gome)that indirectly a physicist or economist; of a
. .

.. civil enginber-7a city or corporation; the client of
. : -the water quality oject is in some sense the public
, .but the public is ade up of a lot of parts having

conflicting inter ana goals.) .

'. 4: Frequent the individuals in new, multidis-
cipliliargroups involved in such fragmented effcidS
return. perMonently to Their home disciplinary de:-
P4rtments, thoroughly &enamored' of com-plek en-
vironmental research. . .

5.' Environmental fesearch- is in part normative.
One ii:ngt interested only in predicting the quality.
of water in e 'region' given 'certain industrial, agri-
cultural, and domestic circumstances, but ,wants to
improve jua.lity up to some standard within certain
cost limits. ( A subproblem ii, whose standardthe
pUblic,s? the environmental i:e.searchers? the sank
tary engineer's? the economist's? the IlealthDepart-

o mbnes?) The need to take a normative stand, and.
p-e-ihaps reconcile it with that of others, conflicts with
the "objective" attitude of the so-called disciplinary
sciences.

i

6-2N-The research often has no builtin coinpon'ent
to ensure the possibility of implementation. Thus,
research culminates in a miscellany of report4 which
get shelved hi departmental libraries.

7. Research team members are evaluated for
promotion and tenure in terms or Meir productivity
in the discipline of 'the honie department. This dis-
courages fut:ther parNipadon itt multidisciplinary
environmental cone s and encourages .generatiod
of research not having much 'applicability to the en-
Vironment. (E.g., a certain Water quality modellscon-
sidered to be of great merit to other water quality
experts and in particular to one's peers in the systemi
engineering department may:be of little useas a sub-
model of an overall model 'that takes into account
economic, political!' hydrodynamical, etc., di en-
signs. This may be attributable to poor prov ion
for coupling, too much complekity in terms of real-
istic compther'cost levels, etc.) ' .

8. As a curative to obstacles 1-6, above, the Uni-
versity tries contract research: for some client who
is interested in a special aspect of the overall prob-
lem (e.g., economic design of a tertiary treatment
system). This restricts the problem mainly to one of
sanitary engineering; it solves the normative (values)
problem by simply adopting those of say, a contract-
ing state agency; it also solves the implementation
problem as the agency itself uses the tailor-made
research output. The trouble is that such an approach

leaves the Qtigitkil Lvnivlex vioblem wl.eie ijwas
largely unsolved-Land does not qualify as "univer-
sity level" research.

THE ELUSIVE PARADIGM

,I wish to advance the thesis that these 'eight prob-
lems:arise because of a lack of a paradigm for en-
v irunmental science that no conception of normal
environmental science has yet 'fully emerged, and
'that the sought-after pa'radigm is to be found in the
so-called "systems apprOach." Since.so many differ-
ent 'things are meant by diis loctition, I will try to
isolate a relevant concept of "system." z'

What 4 Systems Approach Is Plot
, It is nqt the same as multidiscipline' ry re-

search" although frequently a necessary condition
for a system. apptoachtis multidisciplinary coopera-
tion. For example, au ecologist, an applied ,mathe--
matician, and a computer simulation expert may
`intelect" with each other-even to the extent of learn-
ing something and yer generate three independent,

.paiiwise inconsistent models of, perhaps, algae
growth in a certain lake zone.

It is not "model building" only, although model-,
ing is usually a necessary part of a systems ap-
proach. For example, a logic model of a digital,-
computer may be completely adequate as,..a s ystem
on which to hang chip electronics andyet completely
miss the required structural properties for a really
efficientworking executive system.

,.Lis not General Systems Theory in' the sense
of Bertafinffy, Laszlo, Ashby, Wiener, ,Kalman, or
Mesarovic. Much less is it coterminous with systems
metaphysics` la Whitehead. Ti) my mind, general
Systems theory is, when it is scientifically legitimate,
a branch of mathematics. The deielopment of it is
essential to the systems approach, but ifignot all of it.

It is not decision theory, group decision theory,
utility theory or ethics, although it frequently in-
volves ethical, decision, theoretic, etc., issues.

What It Is A Method.
Positively, the systems approach is a method. It is

used in a variety Of scientific fields and professional
activities such as biology, ecology, and social science
on the one hand, and engineering and management
on the other. The best way to describe what is usually
meant by a systems approach is to list the features
which are common in all of these applications.
Among the most characteristic features of the sys-
tems approaCh are the following.'

.158
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The phenomenon
sidered iir:as broad a context as.possible and under
then most realistic conditions. This means, first, that
in a description of the phenomenon one uses concepts
from many disciplines, and second, that the phe-
nomenon is not considered in isolation but that ex-.
ternal effects are recognized, say, as disturbabces.
For example, in the study of lake pollution, one does
not restrict attention to hydrodynamics and chem-
istry of the lake,. but also takes into account eco-

nomic, social, and organizational factors which
contribute to the pollution; furthermore, one does
not consider only the lake but the entire basin con-
tributing to the pollution.

There are goals (objeCtives) in reference to
which t e description and studies ate made. It is inott

refere .e to these goals or purposes that the bound-
aries of- the system of concert) are determined.
Explanations of the performance of the system are
given with respect to the goals; that is, the explana-
tions are functional:This does not imply, however,
that causal accounts of the performance of the com-
ponents making up the system are ignored.

Descriptions in a systems approach are func-
tional in another sense, to be distinguished from
causal descriptions. In a systems approach the ob-.
jects of study, or variables, are recognized insofar
as they interact with each other, that they form a
"system," rather than in terms of their interpreta-
tions within a 'discipline (physics, chemistry, eco-
nomics, etc.). The conceptual basis is provided by
the logic of information processing and ,decision
making rather than by physical laws, chemical prin.,
ciples or the. like. An example of a functional des-
cription would be that of the working of a program
in a digital computer. A phenomenal description, oh
the other hand, would be in terms 4 the actual phys-'
ical operating of the mechanical parts, storage ele-
ments such as cores, and switching elements such as
transistors, within'the digital computer.

In the systems approach, the objectives of de-
veloping a, description is to investigate behavior
and/or alternate courses of action. In view of the
complexity, thisalmost invariably requ'ires the use
of computer simulation.

I III' 11 i 1 . I

4,
WHEN TO USE THE PARADIGM

The systems approach is used in two main areas
of human activities: furthering the understanding
of complex phenomena, the environment in which
man lives"systems science"; improving actions

41 ItII"1: 1.6'01: :11 Ii 1111:."11 i

Although the basic approach and onceptilal foun-
dation in. both of these areas are the same, there are
some v ai iations in methodology. In the action-
oriented area, there is an emphasis on methods for
making the necessary changes, in particular the en-
tire rep of decision-making and optimization
techniques. In the basic science area the emphasis is
on representation of the complexity of structures and
multiplicity of goals involved in the system under
consideration. The so-called "large scale systems';
are characterized precisely by the complexity of
their structure and behavior.

TOWARD A SELF - CORRECTING PROCESS

In contrast to pjadigmatic science (e.g., classical
physics or molecular biology) the environmental
science Paradigm we seek is a kind of self-correcting
process.

It is fairly easy toireel off the standard characteri-
zation of the systems-approach in terms of the setting
of goals and objectives, modeling a system that sets
such goals noting the real physical, biological, so-
cial, etc., constraints, and designing decision pro-
cedures by way of simulation of action alternatives
or "scenarios." But this framework, though vaguely
all right, is poorly understood and at the present time

, has to le re-nailed together for each project, that
comes along.

It seems to me that what is needed is a "meta"
systems approach, namely one wherein a research
organization learns how to meaningfully approach
largeenvironmental problems via feedback informa-
tiontion from the users of its research output. Such an
organizatiovv will eventually develop its own para-
digms, shire and refine them in concerf with other
like-minded groups until a "normal" environmental
science' emerges. It won't be like biology or even
ecology, since its subject matter will be (except for
considerations of mathematical structure and com-
putational effectiveness) its own problem solving
process, not some new, interdisciplinary slice of
reality.

The Practical Approach .

Although I can think -of fewer more practical is-
sues in environmental research than the sort raised
above, the discussion will no doubt seem to be too
"philosophical." So to pin things down,'steps toward
the development of normal environmental science
would Aem to require some or all of the following

, 'and procedures for influencing the environment. characteristics.

t'
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1. Env irptnneti tal reseaiCh must begin with a
definition of the requirements 'of the originator
and user-of the research yield. He may .know less
about what he needs than the university scientist does
and may be confused or even inarticulate as iegards
his goals. and values, but them al dialogue must be
entered into that implicitly ucates -the client and
resolves conflict as muc as possible before the first
data are collected or he first differential equatiOn
is written. There is other way.'

2. The research requires an architect or orches-
trator who fits the disciplinary pieces together with
one eye on implementation and another on design
and redesign of a feedback loop so that the research
machine may yield better output on the next round.

3. Th(research output should in part constitute
a decision tool, preferably embedded hi an inter-
active mode computer ( presumably a time-sharing)
system. Detailed descriptions of models can be pub-,

c.)

lisped for the edifiration,,arui delektation of other

scientists.The client (assuming you have found him)
probably couldn't care less.

4. Live research should be supplemented by
ongoing theoretical work suggested by the project it-
self, especially in-the- realm of ethics and goal con-
flict, group decision theory, and systems modeling,
i.e., coupling of chemical, ecological, political, etc.,
submodels into hierarchical, coherent, most often
necessarily highly aggregated systems. (By "hier-
archical" is meant: what dependent variables at one
levelsay the economicare "exogenous" -vari-
ables to another systemsay, waste generation?)

The closest existing paradigm, to be taken as the
first (or, better, zeroth) iterate in the learning Koc-
ess sketched above, is ordinary engineering practice.
So the final practical admonition is:

5. Do not isolate environmental research from
engineering.

60
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COMMENTS fnv
"TOWARD

PARADIGMS FOR
ENVIRONMENTAL

RESEARCH IN
UNIVERSITIES"

DR. RICHARD SGHEIN
PENNSYLVANIA STATE UNIVERSITY

Professor Nelson, -speaking of research, speaks
wisely. What he proposes is happening but cannot
really happen unless there is confidence of long-term
suppoit--certainly long enough for his reflexive
feedback loops to function. This reminds me of the
recent furor in Britain over the Rothschild report
which would establish customercontractor relation-
ships for most or` all gove9ment sponsored research
(between the research 4uncils and academic sci-
ence). The report raised grave doubts about future
support of basic "science for knowledge's sake" re-
search which has no client. As I remarked to Nelson,
his approachis Darwinian: As a biologist, I know
nature to be the ultimate pragmatist (that is good
which works) and have confidence that nature's
method, budget, and lack of time urgency will solve
nature's problems with mankind. Whether mankind
will be included in the solution may demand more
prescient action by men.

DR. A. GEOFFREY NORMAN
MICHIGAN STATE UNIVERSITY

Most of the points made in Professor Nelson's
paper arts well taken and not peculiar to environ.
mental issues. In general, however, the university is
a subcontractor and does not hold (and should not

-bold) the in-..plement2tIctn responsibility. Frequerfly,
the agency With that responsibility is not in fact free
to move to implement. It is at thiepoint that public
and political realities become the constraints. There
simply may not be enough money to carry out a de-
sirable step. (Examplefailure, to appropriate or
release enough funds for secondary sewage treat-
ment by municipalities abutting Lake Erie.) In such
situations, what does not get done is the determina-
tion as to where available funds would best be spent.

Returning, however, to environmental research in
universities, we can easily recognize the strong field
strength of the disciplinary departments, but there
are administrative ways of neutralizing this by the
recognition of stable resean units, with some fund-
ing not dependent on contract revenue. This in prac-
tice means some kind of institute or center with a
program not limited to.a single sponsor, and a -leader,
fully acceptable to his disciplinary department,, but
not dependent on it for further professional advance-
ment. Many of our difficulties with inter- or multi-

disciplinary research- in universities are agency or
sponsor generated. They do not want us to do what
we may perceive should be done. Generally they ex?
dude policy issues or the determination of priorities.

Understanding Phenomena
It has long been my conviction that the primary

role which universities can and should play in many,
problem areas, not just environmental, is to seek,
understanding of phenomena, because with under-.
standing comes.the opportunity of the next step, con-
trol, 'alleviation, amelioration; prevention, or what-
ever. The research output is a derision tool. An inter-.
disciplinary team, university 'lased, ruay then de-
velop the strategy. If there are technological aspects,
these may be subject to test or to some optimization
approach, but there is no why short of political activ-
ism, not, usually acceptable in publicly supported
institutions, to go much further toward implementa-
tion. Perhaps Tom Edmonson's role in the clean-up
of Lake Washingtonat Seattlewould be an example
of successful activism, but I suspect that at the time
there.may have been voices in the university that
thought this to be inappropriate.

DR. LEONARD 0. MYRUP
UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, DAVIS

There are some major pieces of the puzzle missing
from Professor Nelson's analysis. It seems N;eryap-
parent to me that Nelson's prescription is et in iso-
lation from any, institutional considerations or con-
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show no relationship to universities; what he pro-
poses could just as well be done in a private R & D
outfit. In fact, it would be much easier. Why then
advocate this approach at the univerithildt

Can It Work for a University ?
It seems to me that Nelson's "paradigm" which I

like, shows no relationship with the primal-) func-
tion of the university: education. At the universities
there !mist be a connection between teaching and
research or, sooner or later, something suffers. The
problem is that while such arguments sound good, in
all the .specifie examples 1 can think of it doesn't
seem to work. I think this may be because of the lack
of the strong connection with:teaching and, perhaps,

Mack of a long-term client relationship.
. ,

I have pondered why problem-oriented, client-
related research has been so successful in meteorol-
ogy and beneficial to the development of the science
yet doesn't work as well elsewhere. I think the time
factor is important. 4 took decades for the U.S.
Weather Bureau to develop its data-gathering net-
work. It took ten years for university scientists And
government personnel, working together, to develop
operational numerical weather forecasting models.
Graduate student research was an important part of
this process as was undergraduate instruction. I
think for healthy university environmental research,
the client relationship must be long term, and federal
and state agencies should be the targets.

Finally, it is critically important that the univer-
sity support/reward structure be favor of such- en-
Vironmental research. It seems very clear to me that
such efforts go nowhere without strong support from
both administration,ind faculty peer groups.

I II I s I I 8'1 ca_re-search,--testats--asepublished in thos few-
available environmental journals, other less disci-
pline-oriented journals, and in professional journals.
Ode problem of this procedure is the "yet to be
acceptable" environmental journals (eccepttbility
by peer groups involved in merits and promotions).

2. This is inherent to most team oriented research
and unless some strong guidelines are presented to
this multidisciplinary group, the problem will con-
tinue. However, those teams consisting of faculty
from diverse disciplines represented in an organized
environmental studies program group have less'frag-
mentation as a result of lack of agreement.

3. Certainly, client identification is a significant
problem and in many cases there is the added prob-
lem of problem identification. Even once the client
has been identified, addressing the conflicting inter-
est and goals raises even greater problems. A con-
cept that generally run's against the grain of ace;
demic researchers is early input into problem defini-
tion and needs an interest of user (recipients of
research).

4. Unsuccessful or, nonpositive reception of re-
sults from multidisciplinary groups, especially of
fragmentary 'letup; do generate the need to return
to mother's bosom (department) or at least, there is
a hesjtancy to continue such methods of research. A
simplistic answer is, to tune in multidisciplindry
groups to true team effort and a redefinition of the
reward system based on acceptance of this team ef-
fort by peer groups.'

t 5. A most difficult but- critical process is this
development of a normative stand and reconciliation
of conflicts df environmental science with the so-
called disciplinary sciences. Objectivity in environ-
mental science is and can be attained (but in many
instances with great difficulty) .

.6. Professor Nelson's indication That often re-
search has no built-in component to insure possibility
implementation is .not necessarily the situation.
Such a component should or can 'be built into the
research and as noted, if not built in, research often
is "round filed" or gathers dust in libraries.

7. Such problems of merits, promotions, and ten-
ure, based on departmental evaluations of research,
will continue Until these "evaluators" accept the
concept that environmentally oriented research is
solid and has the dimensions of good disciplinary
research as well as a more "nebulous" or broad con-
cern aspect of multidisciplinary 'orientation.

DEAN ROBERT A. MATTHEWS
UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, DAVIS

The philosophically oriented message presented,
by Professor Nelson projected a real life situation of
great concern to those university units involved in
environmental research programs. His eight itemized
environmental and socieal issues (pp. 57-58)
outline very clearly the problems facing, existing
and proposed university programs. I will comment
on them item by item.

1. This is indeed a major problem, however, sev-
eral of our faculty in our division are full FTE* and
riot strongly tied in with a disciplinary. department.

In the linitersity Calllornia system and elsewhere, an "FTE" or "Full-time equivalent" is one job or, in this case, one /acuity position.
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8. Some interesting -Oh* here but I add the client involvement is necessary if the research prod-
suggestion that university contracted research in a
tertiary treatment plan for sewage can be broadened
to try to "solve" a broader environmental ,problem
other/than economics of tertiary treatment and im-
plementation problems faced by the contracting
agency. The allegation that such research is not "uni-
versity level" should be given critical review. If 'such
research is undertaken strictly, to speak to the prob-
lem noted above, then Nelson is co rrectbuta broad-
er viewpoint would include concern for air pollution
(e.g. ammonia stripping), water. conservation, en-
ergy consumption, land use (disposal system), and
other such broader concerns. In other words, para-
meters set by the contracting agency need not be total
parameters. I completely agree that the lack of
development of an acceptable paradigm is real, and
that a true normal environmental science will de-
velop under the envelope of a "systems approach
model" as defined by Nelson's eloquent five point
description of the development of normal envirop,
mental science. Many of the philosophical ideas ex
pressed in Nelson's paper and discussion are per-
ceived by individuals here at UCD, and such concern
exists that this approach (paradigm for environ-
mental research) is a most important element. A
hopeful, solution will be the utilization of thosewell-
developed ideas which include the mathematical and
engineering inputs with socioeconomic humanistic
and physiCalbiological elements. Yet just the mold-
ing of these disciplines is a formidable task.

DR. CYRUS M. McKELL, DR. MAC McKEE
AND DR. BERRY CRAWFORD

UTAH STATE UNIVERSITY

Critique of the Five-Point Paradigm
With regard to the specific five-point paradigm

proposed by Professor Nelson (pp. 59-60) we would
have the following comments.

1. In relation to point one, the statement that the
originator and user of the research yield ". . . may
know less about what he needs than the university
scientist does . . . ," certainly deserves a word of
caution. Academicians who believe they know what
is best for the client and proceed to tell them how to
run his business deserve the "ivory tower" image
they are likely to get. In addition, dialogue icetween
the researcher and the client is necessary for more
thrIn simple client educationand conflict resolution.
Proper dialogue (not to be confused with academic
pontification) between the researcher and the client
will facilitate client involvement in -9re project;

uct is to be believable (i.e. believed by the client),
and usable (i.e. used by thexlieni).

2. In Nelson's second point, he makes the state-
ment thal."The research requires an architect who
fits the disciplirdivry pieces together with one eye on
implementation and another on design and re-design
of a feedback; loop so that the research machine
may give better output on the next round." We would
make the general comment that this architect must
interact with a team and not work as a single indi-
vidual or domineering leader. Each member of the
team must challenge the assumptions, methods of in-
quiry, and perceptions of the other members of the
team. Environmental research is more than "fitting
the disciplinary pieces together."

3. 'As for Nelson's third point, we would ask if it
is intended that the "decision tool" make decisions?
While we do not think that this is the intent, if it were
so, there would be very few planners and decision-
makers who would wish to use it. Also with regard
to the third point, we would point out that the state-
ment "the client (assuming you have found him)?
probably couldn't care less" (about model details)
runs counter to our experience at USU and to the
experiences of other research teams. Planners and
decision-makers care very much about the reliability
of the methOds utilized irr the model (if not the
methods themselves) in arriving at model predic-
tions. In addition, decision-makers as a group are
intelligent people who have an inherent mistrust of
computers and of computer programmers. That mis-
trust will be overcome only when they have confi-
dence in and a general knowledge of the workings
of the model. They do not and will not trust a black
box..

"A Single Best Paradigm"?
With regard to the general idea of an environ-

mental research paradigm, we believe that the as-
sumption that there is a single best research para-
digm for universities is questionable. Since there are
a variety of environmental programs requiring re-
search, a safer assumption is that there is more than
one paradigm for c onducting research. To make the
point, consider the following environmental prob-
lems:

What is the best strategy or set of strategies for
reducing phosphorus pollution in Lake Erie?

What is the optimum site for the location of a
3,000 megawatt power plant on the Kaparowitz
pla \eau?
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Should Provo Bay near Provo, Utah be conserved
as a bird refuge? ,

Which of five proposed highway corriclors'or al-
ternatives between points X and Y is the most pre-
ferable' ?

What plants and methods shOuld be utilized in the
rev egetation of strip-mined oil shale land in the
tjintah Basin?

What is the capacity of the natural and human re
sources and the infrastructure resources of a given
urbanized region to support gi n levels and kinds
of productive activities?

What is the capacity of the environmental media
in this region to facilitate this production?

We submit that there is no single research para-
digm for addressing and'prov iding solutions to these
practical problems, unless it is that paradigm which
is the forerunner of "ordinary engineering practice."
The process of formulating objectives for a model,
constructing the model, testing its performance
against those objectives, and revising the model
(perhap, many times) in light of its performance, is
called "systems identification" by engineers; other
researchers know it as "empirical science."
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not belong to the university) with research cuienteit
toward use. Even normative issues, which are not
avoidable, can irid no doubt should be handled from
the standpoint of an adviser, or counsellor, not an
activistBut these issues, when they arise, must be
met by the university team on pain of its research
becoming irrelevant. -

Professor Myrup's and Dean Matthews' comments
appear to be in general agreement with my own ideas.
Dean Matthews is correct in his objectiono my re-
mark that economic design of a tertiary sewage treat-
ment system is not wuniv-egitTrevel" research. It
certainly is a "university level" engineering design
problem; what I intended to say is that it is no longer
university level environmental research.

, In my opinion, Professor Myrup is correct in un-
derscoring the primacy of education, inclining edu-
cation pertaining to the environment. I also agree
that research must be strongly coupled with teaching
at all levels, and would like to add a sixth point to
the "paradigm": "6. Environmental research must
never be separated from environmental education,
both academic and extramural." I fail to see, how-
ever, why application of the systems approach to
private research ceiVelopment any way pre-
eludes such an'afplication to-universities. Why not
do both?

The comment&of Professors McKell, McKee, and
Crawford of Utah State University are extremely
important. There is indeed a danger of the ivory
tower academician telling a client how to run his
business. And there is also the danger that a client
doesn't, understand his own problems. What is
needed is precisely the kind of interaction between
research group and client prescribed by McKell,
McKee, and Crawford. Equally important, are their
comments on the research architect. He must be a
working member of the team and not a dictator.
There is, however, some confusion over the expres-
sion "decision tool." A decision tool does not make
decisions any more than a hammer makes houses.
A decision tool is most likely an interactive com-
puter program and may contain means for "scenario
analysis" and optimization procedures. It tells one
what would happen if he were to choose such and
such # course of action and may, in addition, aid in
the choice of the best one. The question of a client's
interest in a model depends on the model. In making
the comment "they [the clients] couldn't care less,"
I had in mind technical models such as sets of differ-
ential equations. No doubt the Utah State professors
are right in their view that, many clients need and

Professor Schein's brief comment concerning the
Darwinian character of client-oriented research is,1
think, correct. The systems approach with the feed-
back loop added is certainly reminiscent of the prag-
matists (especially Dewey and in a way, even Pierce)
and hence owes much to Darwinian theory, although
one-must takesar*e not to confuse evolution (adap-
tion) with learning.

I agree with Professor Norman's emphasis on the
study of phenomena for the sake of understanding.
To me thire can be no interdisciplinary or multidis-
ciplinary collaboration without the existence of
basic, pure disciplines. But this does not rule out
multidisciplinary investigations, and the latter must
not, to reiterate a point I made in the paper, support
disciplinary programs as such. Plainly *put, an envi-
ronmental research group ought not to support pure
research in mathematics or biology; on the other
hand, I cannot imagine a successful group of this kind
not containing or having ready access to mathema-
ticians and biojogists.

In my opinion; Professor Norman confuses imple-
mentation responsibility or "activism" (which does.
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perhaps want careful description and documentation
4. of computer models and programs. .

A final general comment on the systems approach
as I described it. One of thg comments is that it is not
peculiar to environmental issues. Another is that it
"doesn't seem to work." And yet another is that it is

$

"empirical science?' This variance shoves how far
we still are from anything like a ,"normal" environ-
mental game that we all understand and play the
same way. Nonetheless, interchanges like the above
seem highly beneficial in advancing common under-
standing.
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